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Abstract
Since the passage o f the Clean W ater Act in 1972, federal efforts to restore the integrity o f our
nation’s waters have been joined by private landowners, local citizens and conservation groups.
There is a growing understanding o f the critical role that citizens o f a watershed play in protecting
that ecosystem. By understanding the processes and parts that create healthy watersheds and the
critical services they provide, communities are more likely to take meaningful action to protect the
economic and ecological benefits o f healthy watersheds. In many cases, local communities across
Montana are restoring and protecting watershed ecosystems by actively participating in land and
water conservaticm in their area. This guide is intended to help community groups rise to this
challenge.
Today, there are over 1500 watershed groups (also called watershed councils and watershed
initiatives) practicing watershed conservation in the United States. Watershed conservation is a
natural resource planning stra t^ y that prioritizes the health and condition o f natural watershed
ecosystems, vriiile managing human impacts on these systems. This type o f strategy is based on an
ecological understanding of watershed characteristics and ccmnections. The basic principles o f
watershed conservation ecology are presented along with the relevant legal tools to support
watershed conservation efforts. In watershed planning, watershed groups should assess the
condition o f a watershed, select conservation goals and objectives, and design an implemaitation
strategy to achieve these goals. Two case studies are presented to illustrate how watershed groups
have undertaken this challenge in western Montana. There are a series o f attachments that include:
a template for a watershed conservation plan; a description o f the primary environmental agencies
and organizations participating in watershed conservation; additional watershed references; and a
glossary o f commcm watershed terms.
Watershed conservaticm will continue to be a blending o f science and art that will evolve and
grow into the 21" Coitury. As our understanding o f watershed ecology increases, and our
experience with citizen-based watershed conservation efforts ripens and matures, the long-term
benefits o f these activities will revitalize natural communities in decline today.
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Forward
During May, 1999,1 moved from Missoula to a house just south of Moise on the Flathead
Reservation. I was taken by the charm and solitude o f the surroundings, the house being perched
on the 100-year floot^lain of the Flathead River, a mere 40 feet from the water surface. I
envisioned the move as a retreat o f sorts, a place where 1 could focus and complete my task o f
writing a guide to watershed conservation. My head was swarming with ideas regarding the most
efficient way to make information on watershed and stream conservation available to individuals
who could apply this knowledge to restore and manage their own land. I quickly realized that my
path was going to make itself most obvious to me for within the first week o f living at the new
house, I was struck ill with stomach problems. It seemed that our well water was contaminated
with all sorts o f bacteria, and that our proximity to the river was a likely source o f contamination.
I knew the issues surrounding the placement o f human dwellings near water bodies and within
flood plains, but I fell under the spell when given the opportunity to live next to the beauty and
splendor o f the river. I too am therefore guilty o f wanting to surround m yself with the enchanting
elements found in nature; however, I received a message that must be heard if we are to protect
our watersheds for future generations. It is really quite simple; we must not forget the
consequences o f our actions and the additive effect o f many o f us living in any single watershed.
We all depend on clean water, humans and non-human beings alike, and it is time to work
together. We cannot wait for the government to act for us in this process, nor should we expect
that they could help to restore our own backyards that each o f us knows so well.
During the last two years I have been working in Sanders and Mineral Counties with various
landowners to in^rove troubled streams throughout the area. Numerous times I have grappled
with explaining the web o f environmental agencies and organizations that are responsible and
involved with land management and stream health. I have worked with ranchers to understand
the implications o f the listing o f the Bull Trout on private lands. I wrote a watershed conservation
plan for Tamarack Creek, a tributary to the Clark Fork River in Mineral County. More recently I
assisted in starting-up the Rock Creek Watershed Council in Noxon, Montana. Through all o f
these experiences it became evident that v h at was missing from the picture was a guide to
forming watershed groups and creating watershed plans for pec^le interested in watershed
conservation. For many o f you, these actions are based in common sense and years o f knowing
how streams function and change as you’ve lived near them for as long as your memory reaches
back. I h q ie this guide provides clarity in understanding the regulatory framework surrounding
water in Montana, and a useful template for creating a watershed plan with your neighbors in the
drainage. For the rest of you new to watershed issues, I hope this gives you the steps you can
follow in arming yourself to be a powerful and competent watershed resident. In Montana, if we
act quickly we still have a chance to protect our natural systems and the headwaters to the
western and central United States. As David Brower realized in the flowering o f his life at age
90:
"B y setting a goal now, we have a chance to restore w hat we can of w hat was
needlessly and thoughtlessly lost.** —D. Brower

VII
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1.0 An Introduction to Watershed Conservation
“The health ofour rivers is the best measure o f how we live on the land ” - L. Leopold
W ater plays a leading rote in shaping human societies and the natural communities and
landscapes that surround them. Water defines where human settlements can be sustained, if
agriculture and other natural resource activities can be conducted, and the types of habitat and
wildlife a landscape will support. There is a new approach to protecting water that is gaining
popularity with community groups and water protection agencies across the nation. Watershed
conservation is based on the growing understanding o f how land use affects the health o f lakes,
streams and other aquatic ecosystems. Communities are participating in watershed ccmservation
to answer questions like: how do we improve the water quality in our streams and lakes?

Why

have the fish gone away? How do we bring them back? How do we step the streambanks from
falling into the stream during high flows? How do we cleanup our drinking water? Why are we
seeing more floods? All of these questions stem from symptoms of unhealthy or unbalanced
watersheds.
During the past 200 years, most o f our nation’s streams, rivers and lakes have been
greatly altered in ways that are difficult to correct Humans have dredged, dammed, diked,
straightened, dewatered, polluted, interrupted, and/or constricted waterbodies to accommodate the
demands o f society. As a result, approximately 85 percent o f the nation’s inland waters have
been manipulated by human-made dams and other structures (Williams et al. 1997). Additionally,
40 percent o f the lakes, rivers, and estuaries that have been surveyed by the US Environmental
Protection Agency are not clean enough to be safe for human swimming and Ashing activities
(Firth 1999).
In the past, efforts to protect lakes and streams have been hampered by a limited
understanding o f ecology, the structure o f environmental laws and the bureaucracy that surrounds
resource management and conservation. Resource managers and environmental laws often
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separated land and water resources, water quality and quantity, and divided the landscape into
political units rather than ecological units. Because of this framework, agencies and landowners
have made some big mistakes in caring for the systems that sustain us. Through these mistakes,
some very important lessons have been learned These lessons have become a part o f conserving
natural resources and ecosystems on private and public lands today. Some o f these lessons
include; the need to involve professional scientists in understanding and conserving ecosystems
and watersheds; the need for a growing federal role to protect land and water as ecosystems and
pollution do not stop at political boimdaries; and that a lack o f coordination between land and
water resources can result in ineffective restoraticai and management programs (Dc^pelt et al.
1993, Ketmedy 1999). These lessons led to the passage o f national laws like the Clean Water Act
(CWA). The CWA supports partnerships between federal and state agencies to set minimum
national water quality standards, while providing financial assistance to local watershed groups to
restore water resources around the country.
Since the passage o f the Clean Water Act in 1972, federal efforts to restore national
water resources have been joined by private landowners, local citizens and conservation groups.
There is a growing understanding o f the critical role citizens play in protecting water and
watershed ecosystems. In many cases, local communities are improving watershed ecosystems by
actively participating in resource conservation in their area During the last 20 years, private
landowners and local community groups have called for a larger role in planning and
implementing restoration and protection o f their own watersheds. The watershed conservation
movement is finding strength in joining community concerns and local knowledge with the
ecological training and larger picture provided by scientists o f natural resources and
environmental agencies. This movement realizes that healthy watersheds support self-sustaining,
resilient natural biological communities; water purification and cycling; and the maintenance o f
long-term soil productivity (Williams et al. 1997).
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Today there are over 1500 watershed groups (also called watershed councils and
watershed initiatives) across the United States (Lant 1999). Up to 400 of these groups exist
within in the Pacific Northwest, and most have originated since 1990 (Kenney 1999). The
newness o f these organizations is both a blessing and a weakness for individuals looking to join
in these efforts. There is not a recipe, nor a series o f ‘^ried and true” guidelines for, watershed
councils and watershed ccmservation in today’s political, social and economic environment. For
this reason, there is a broad spectrum o f potential approaches and ample freedom in designing
solutions to many conflicting issues in natural resource management
Watershed conservation is based on a broadly accepted body o f scientific understanding
and information about land and water ecosystem characteristics and connections. This guide is
intended to help community groups rise to the challenge o f conserving their watersheds.
Through understanding the basic principles o f watershed conservation ecology, watershed groups
can better restore and protect the health o f land and water ecosystems. Watershed conservation
will continue to be a blending o f science and art that will evolve and grow into the 21" Century.
As our understanding o f watershed ecology increases, and our experience with citizen-based
watershed conservation efforts ripens and matures, the long-term benefits o f these activities will
revitalize natural conununities in decline today.

It is my hope that this guide will lead to greater

respect and understanding between the different parties working to conserve watersheds, and
serve as a tool to strengthen local communities and natural resource education and conservation
efforts. It is high time for environmental agencies and local citizens to move forward to find
solutions and share the responsibility, effort and costs of restoring the degraded watersheds o f
Montana.
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1.1.1 The Purpose of This Citizen*s Guide
The puipose o f this guide is to empower citizens to be well-informed participants in
watershed planning and restoration activities in western Montana. The information provided
touches on a variety o f water issues ranging from aquatic ecology and stream dynamics, to water
law and policy in the US and Montana. It is intended to guide citizens through the steps to restore
degraded watersheds and to conserve healthy watersheds, advocating the application o f
scientifically based conservation principles at a watershed scale. I have included a basic
introduction to watershed science, law and policy; a guide to forming and sustaining a watershed
group; a model for a watershed conservation plan. In Section 3, there are two case study
examples o f watershed conservation efforts in Montana. There is an additional resource list for
watershed information, and a glossary o f conunon watershed terms in the appendices. The
intended audience includes all participants in land and water planning and conservation activities,
including landowners, elected representatives, civil servants, and any Montana citizen who enjoys
clean water and healthy streams. This guide will help the reader;
1. become familiar with the basic principles o f watershed science;
2.

identify and utilize the educational, technical and financial assistance available through
water and natural resource management agencies and their individual incentive programs;

3.

understand the current state-led efforts to restore water quality, and to decrease point and
nonpoint source pollution o f sur&ce waters. This approach, known as Total Maximum
Daily Load (TMDL) assessment, has been successfully undertaken by local watershed
groups working with state environmental agencies to improve the condition o f
waterbodies throughout the region; and

4.

form a watershed group and create a watershed conservation plan that, if implemented,
will contribute to restoring and maintaining the health of a watershed.
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1.1.2 Inform ation and Citation Form at
Some of the terms included in this document may be un&miliar or ambiguous in
meaning. There is a glossary included as an appendix to clarify how I am using these terms.
Many ideas presented in the document are not originally mine. For materials that have been
published, I have noted the original author and date o f publication in parenthesis at the end o f the
section or sentence containing the reference. The complete citation for each reference appears
alphabetically by the author’s last name in the Reference Section. For ideas that have not been
published, I wül try to identify those sources in the text and will also acknowledge them in the
acknowledgements. I have provided many internet websites to access on-line information
provided by environmental organizations and agencies. This information can assist with
watershed conservation efforts; however, you do not need to use these sites to use this guide.

1.2

Building Partnerships in Watershed Conservation Planning
Today’s challenge in sustaining our ecosystems lies in using scientifically based land and

water conservation to reduce natural resource and watershed degradation. Over the past three
decades, watershed studies o f landscapes, aquatic ecosystems and hydrology have progressed
rapidly in their sophistication and scope. Volumes o f publications exist for academics and
agency personnel interested in watershed science and management; however, landowners and
land managers are often unaware o f this literature, or unable to spend the time deciphering the
meaning and implications o f the studies and conclusions presented. Watershed conservation
groups partner local citizens with technical experts to create a working group to address
watershed and land management issues.
In Montana, historical land uses such as mining, large-scale timber harvests, livestock
grazing, hydroelectric dams, irr%ation and road construction have negatively impacted
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waterbodies across the state. Subdivision and city sprawl are joining this list, placing additional
pressures on water resources. No matter where you reside, every person lives within a watershed.
All o f our actions - whether spraying pesticide and applying fertilizer to a field or lawn, collecting
firewood or harvesting a stand o f trees, fishing, boating, driving, drinking or enjoying the benefits
o f indoor plumbing - impact the watershed in which we reside. Water connects land to water,
upstream to downstream, groundwater to surfitce water, and one neighbor to another. As a
resident and/or landowner within a watershed, each individual is responsible for being an
informed watershed citizen who responsibly manages his/her parcel, and participates in
conserving the larger system as part o f partnerships and watershed groups. Citizen-based
cooperative groups should work to coordinate activities that occur within individual watersheds to
avoid unpredicted and often synergistic effects that can result from the many activities within a
basin. This type of conservation strategy should improve many of the degraded watersheds and
tributaries along portions of the Clark Fork, Blackfoot, Bitterroot, and Flathead Rivers.
Across Montana, citizens and state agencies have increasingly taken a watershed
approach to water quality improvement and ecosystem management. This approach has emerged
as a viable fiamework for implementing a grassroots approach to natural resource planning.
These locally based efforts illustrate a shift o f power away from federal and state governmental
resource managers to greater local responsibility and control (Griffin 1999). A locally based
plarming and management team is often comprised o f watershed residents, landowners,
environmental agency resource managers, environmental and wildlife interest groups,
commercial resource extraction interests, and just about every other party interested in resource
management. These groups are able to utilize first-hand knowledge and experience o f watershed
residents and users, and the scientific and technical expertise of resource managers and agency
personnel. Financial support for planning, project implementation and long-term monitoring is
available through federal and state environmental agencies. Often local schools and institutions
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voluntarily help with the development and implementation o f conservation plans. Watershed
conservation plans should be tailored to the local ecosystem yet consider conservation goals o f
the larger basin each watershed lies within. If watershed councils meet these challenges, they
may provide an effective vehicle for improving the health o f water resources throughout the
region.
An additional benefit of locally based watershed conservation efforts is that these groups
are not confined to traditional jurisdiction-based management alternatives common in US Forest
Service and other management agencies. Watershed councils may adopt a broader view o f the
conflicts and potmtial solutions to resource problems than the traditional agency-by-agency or
resource-by-resource approach illustrated throughout the history o f resource management (Griffin
1999). Agencies are bound by policies often set through legislation and a formal decision making
process; watershed groups have no such understanding or contract By taking a watershed-scale,
locally based approach to address management decisirms, the land and water interactions that
impact local ecosystems can be assessed and protected, and the restoration of native fisheries,
water quality, and riparian ecosystems may be achieved.
One o f the strengths in taking a watershed approach to resource conservation is that it
adopts an ecosystem-based, rather than a property or jurisdictional approach, to land
management. Most river systems, and many large lakes, are either international or interstate
waterbodies, and the smaller watershed basins generally cross county lines, and private and
public land boundaries (Kenney 1999). A watershed group can coordinate conservation efforts,
or instigate efforts where there are none, across political boundaries to manage human impacts on
entire watershed areas. These groups are able to address all o f the parts of a watershed
ecosystem, not just the parts under an agency’s jurisdiction unit.
W ater has been called “nature’s premier solvent (Kenney 1999).’’ Water moves toxic
chemicals as well as nutrients that are essential to life, and is therefore capable o f poiscming or
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over fertilizing land and water systems. When viewing water resources from a watershed scale,
water becomes much more than a solvent. W ater shapes land and water ecosystems and creates
the variety o f habitats on which all forms o f life dq^end. In this way, water blends and links
activities that have traditionally been planned and implemented in isolation, making a holistic
approach to managing water and land resources essential to sustaining the long-term health o f
natural ecosystems. Current efforts to manage natural resources sustainably, and to protect
watersheds across the Pacific Northwest, recognize the connectitm between land and water
resources, and involve the local citizens in planning and conservation activities.

1.2.1 W ays Hum ans Im pact W atersheds
There are many ways of defining watershed health. The following definitions are useful in
watershed conservation as they are meaningful to most pec^le, and are used by environmental
agencies in their conservation efforts. A healthy watershed is one that is capable o f supporting
the “beneficial uses” a state has outlined for a particular waterbody. These uses include the
ability to support wildlife populations and human activities. An ecology-based definition for
watershed health is based on a comparison o f a degraded stream with a “reference” stream in an
area Wiere human activities have minimally impacted the aquatic ecosystem. Streams o f similar
size, flowing through similar elevations and geologic landfoims, and in similar climates should
support similar plant and animal communities. Reference systems provide living examples o f the
conditions restoration activities should strive for. Keep these definitions in mind when
considering the human innpacts on a watershed.
Many human activities can harm lakes, streams and other waterbodies. Examples o f negative
impacts can be found when humans alter the physical structure o f a lake or stream, or change the
biological community or chemical properties o f water quality. Humans channelize rivers and
disrupt the connection between natural wetlands and streamside communities; human-made dams
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change a flowing river habitat into lake/reservoir habitat. Building in floodplains and attempting
to prevent floods depletes groundwater systems and fertile soil deposited on floodplains during
flood events. Such changes greatly alter the potential habitat a watershed supports.
Habitat loss is the primary culprit behind the decline o f many populations of Ash and other
aquatic life (Williams, J E et al. 1997). Beyond physical alterations, humans also impact
biological elements o f a watershed by introducing non-native species, over-harvesting native fish
and other wildlife communities, and creating conditions that are inhospitable to native species and
easy for non-native competitors to invade. In general, the risk o f extinction for aquatic animals is
much greater than for terrestrial species in the US (Williams, I.E. et al. 1997). Table 1.2.1
describes some o f the impacts human activities have on a watershed. W e are only beginning to
understand the importance o f groundwater and surface water exchange in maintaining water
quality, and many of these systems have been disrupted by past development and management
activities. Through understanding the impacts of our actions, we can reduce human-caused
degradation to watersheds.
Water pollution can result fi'om many human activities and can directly and indirectly
degrade the quality of water resources. Point source pollution comes from human activities that
discharge wastewater into lakes, streams, or ground water and causes 10 percent o f the
waterbodies in Montana to fall below state water quality standards (Higgins 1996). Often this
type o f pollution is discharged through a pipe or culvert, and contains chemical contaminants that
can cause problems that range from rendering a waterbody toxic to humans and aquatic life, to
increasing the nutrient levels in surface water causing nuisance algae problems. Common sources
o f point source pollution include industrial and municipal wastewater discharge, leaking
underground storage tanks, and the run-off or seepage from feed lot operations.
Nonpoint source pollution is caused by human activities over a large land area and is the
cause o f degradation for 90 percent o f the impaired or degraded waterbodies in Montana (Higging
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T ableL ll Ways Human Activities Can Impact a Watershed
Human activity

Grazing livestock

Farming/cropland

Impacts on the stream/aquatic ecosystem
can breakdown banks, widen the stream, increase
sediment in surface waters;excessive sediment can
suffocate fish and eggs; manure increases nutrients in
water, increasing algae levels and lowering nighttime
dissolved oxygen

Impacts on the ripai ram
community
removal or degradation of riparian
vegetation*; increased water
temperatures; increased bank instability;
introduction of weeds

Impacts on the uplands/forest
weeds decrease range productivity;
increased soil compaction

irrigation decreases surface water flows increasing water
removal of riparian community*;
temperature; contamination frompesticides/herbicides; decreased streambank stability, potential removal of forest cover, decreased water
increased nutrients in water from fertilizer; increased
availablity during summer, less
for over spraying/application of
water temperature fromremoval of over hanging
pesticides and fertilizers that may
groundwater recharge from precipitation
vegetation
damage riparian plants

increased surface water run-off; increased high flows
removal/damage to riparian vegetation
during spring melt; decreased base flowduring dry
Ciear*cuts/ large-scale
during havest operations*; increased
months; decreased large woody material in stream system; road crossings and culverts; increased
timber harvesting
increased sediment delivery to stream
wind throw

decreased forest cover; decreased tree
species diversity; changes in watershed
hydrology increased soil compaction;
introduction of weeds; wildlife habitat
fragmentation; increased soil erosion

increased soil compaction and erosion;
increases runoffand delivery of petrochemicals and other
loss of riparian community; decreased
interruption of subsurface water
pollutants from road surface; increases dust and soil
Road construction
streambank stability
movement; introduction of weeds; wildlife
erosion
habitat fragmentation
forest removal; increased road
disruption of surface and groiuidwater hydrology; metal
damage/removal of the riparian
construction; geologic and hydrologie
contamination of stream sediment and aquatic life; acid
Mining
community*
alterations; soil toxicity; reduced
run-off and toxic deposits
vegetative; increased soil erosion
stormwater diversion and increased flooding; septic
removal of forest cover; increased road
systems can increase nutrient loading and fecal colifbrm
removal of riparian community*;
construction and soil compaction; wildlife
contamination of ground and surface waters; alteration of
habitat fragmentation; alteration of
Residential development floodplains; river constriction can increase flooding; decreased streambank stability; armoring
of streambanks
hydrology
and increased surface water run
streambank armoring prevents aquifer recharge through
off with increased impervious surfaces
surface and groundwater exchange; loss of habitat
*Damagin^removôig riparian vegetation may increase bank erosion, widen the stream diannel, decrease stream depth, increase invasion o f weeds, increase water temperature, speed runoff, reduce trapping
o f sediment/pollutants, decrease fish and wildlife habitat, decrease macroinveitebrate communities and increase bank damage by livestock.
3
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1996). Nonpoint source pollution is caused by many human activities, including Arming and
ranching, forest harvesting and associated road construction, urban construction, septic system
placement near floodplains and groundwater, mining and other landuses that cause polluted run
off. The types of pollution caused by these activities include increases in sediments, metals, and
nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus firom animal and human waste). Many waterbodies are also
harmed by the amount o f water withdrawn for irrigation, commercial activities, and human
drinking water supplies. This type o f impact is similar to nonpoint source pollution in that streams
and creeks often support many water withdrawals within the watershed area that in combination
impact the aquatic community found within the stream. These activities have a cumulative or
combined impact on a watershed and render many streams nearly dry during hot summer months
when irrigation demands are highest. As a result, the stream community and the plant
communities that depend on the stream and groundwater systems for survival can be signiftcantly
harmed.
In Montana, most point sources o f pollution are associated with industrial activities and
municipalities, and are regulated by state and federal environmental agencies. These activities
are subject to a permitting system, and wastewater treatment must meet standards specified by
regulations associated with the national Clean Water Act. Nonpoint source pollution is both more
widespread and less regulated than point source pollution. For this reason, it is generally
addressed on a site-by-site basis, if at all. Watershed councils are focusing their efforts on
decreasing nonpoint source pollution as it can often be remedied through education and assistance
provided to local residents and other watershed stakeholders. For instance, by modifying grazing
practices to decrease the amount o f time cattle are allowed to graze and linger in streamside areas,
damage to the floodplain and streambanks can be avoided. As a result the amount o f soil,
sediment and cattle waste the stream receives is greatly reduced.
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As the popuIaticHi o f the United States increases, we are placing ever-increasing
pressures on the support systems o f nature (i.e. water and nutrient cycles, and air purification by
forests and plant communities) while increasing the physical and biological stresses and pollution
loading to these systems As development and urbanization continues, we are also
simultaneously decreasing the landscape area that remains in a “natural” state, and thus capable
o f performing the services we depend upon. There is a growing understanding o f the need to
rebalance human activities with natural processes o f the landscape they occur within.
The benefits o f healthy functioning ecosystems are not familiar to most people and
cannot be easily replaced. Throughout history, humans have clearcut, farmed and managed
ecosystems for food products, economic and societal gains. Our increased understanding and
appreciation o f the far readying benefits o f healthy ecosystems causes many to question the
wisdom o f ever expanding demands on these support systems. In terms o f magnitude o f impact,
humans have become a force comparable to land formation processes, wildfire, evolution and
climate. We have created a technology that enables us to build human communities larger than
any previously reached in history, yet we cannot replace lost ecosystems and species. By
carefully managing natural resources and minimizing our impacts on watersheds, we can better
protect natural ecosystems for the benefit o f future wildlife populations and human communities.

1.2.2 Goals and Principles of W atershed Conservation Planning
A growing trend in land conservation efforts focuses on balancing lands devoted to
human activities with those needed to provide support services to human activities and the
ecosystem. This new land management approach, termed “ecosystem management,” has
emerged during the last 15 years (Montgomery et al. 1995). Ecosystem management seeks to
achieve a more sustainable relationship between human needs and environmental constraints.
This approach integrates scientific knowledge and understanding o f ecological principles and
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processes, community values, economics and politics towards the goal o f protecting long term
ecosystem integrity (Gnunbine 1994). In other words, ecosystem management is the result o f
applying ecological knowledge to resource use and land management. Watershed conservation
is an approach to land management based on the application o f these principles at a watershed
scale, with the primary goal of sustaining watershed integrity. Watershed conservation planning
has evolved as a successful land management approach as the management area is defined
physically by t<^ography and the stream system.
Historically, conservation planning has been the process wherein human actions are
evaluated, scheduled and managed such that human needs are met while the degradation o f
ecosystems and their support systems is minimized. The core o f conservation planning lies in
ecosystem management where long term, or intergenerational sustainability, must be a priority
rather than an afterthought o f planning activities (Christensen et al. 1996). The problem driving
conservation planning is that as human demands continue to grow, degradation continues to
increase, and ecosystems are pushed beyond their limits.
Since the Industrial Revolution, rivers have been dammed, diverted, channelized, and
polluted chemically and biologically. Today the need for conservation planning on private lands,
in cooperation with efforts on public lands, can no longer be ignored or avoided. Most
floodplains and riparian areas in Montana are on private lands, and the importance of
conservation activities on these lands carmot be overstated. In assessing species that have been
listed as threatened or endangered on the Endangered Species List, 50 percent have no known
occurrences on federal lands and up to 78 percent of the listed species in the US have fewer than
half their known occurrences on federal lands (Noss, R.F. et al. 1997). By understanding the parts
and processes that comprise a functioning watershed ecosystem, human actions can strive to
sustain these systems rather than degrade them. The foundations o f ecosystem management and
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watershed conservation create a platform upon which citizens can build sustainable approaches
to land management and ecosystem protection.
Sustaining ecosystems and their services have become core principles in the discussion to
integrate human needs and desires with the long-term health o f ecosystems. To understand the
variety o f services that healthy ecosystems deliver to human societies, the Ecological Society o f
America has developed a list o f goods and services provided by nature that humans depend upon
(Christensen et al. 1996). This list is broken down into three categories;
•

Ecosvstem goods include commodities that have economic value to humanity;
including food, construction materials, medicinal plants, rangeland, irrigation water,
wild genes for domestic plants and animals, tourism and recreation.

•

Ecosvstem services that sustain humanity include moderating floods and low flow
cycles, regulating climate, cleansing air and water, maintaining plant and animal
communities and populations, pollinating crops and other important plants,
generating and maintaining soils, storing and cycling essential nutrients, absorbing
and detoxifying pollutants, providing beauty and inspiration.

•

Ecosvstem processes that provide the goods and services humans depend upon
include cycling and storage o f water and other materials like nutrients, toxins, and
sediment; biological productivity; decomposition; and the maintenance o f biological
diversity. These processes are normal functions occurring within a healthy
ecosystem, and without functioning ecosystems, goods and services are lost or
degraded.

Historically, land use and resource management plans were based on maximizing the
productivity o f a prioritized resource rather than prioritizing the processes that sustain watershed
ecosystems. The US Forest Service managed huge areas for the type and quantity o f timber that
could be commercially extracted, sometimes devastating critical parts of a forest ecosystem and
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entire watersheds. Dams provide “cheap” electricity, but they also interrupt flooding cycles,
fish migration, and the natural movement o f sediment downstream. In watershed conservation
the overarching goal is to maintain long-term watershed integrity, and the natural ability o f the
system to support normal ecosystem processes. Watershed conservation recognizes that altering
the water cycle causes many unexpected effects that can degrade the physical, chemical and
biological components o f a watershed. Hiis degradatitm can harm land and aquatic species, and
human uses. Watershed conservation can help to conserve biodiversity by protecting critical
habitat and ecologically sensitive areas from human activities. Some o f the common goals and
principle o f conserving watersheds and biodiversity are presented in Table 1.2.2.

1.2.3 W atershed Conservation, Preservation, and Restoration; A M anagem ent Approach
By assessing and planning watershed activities for an entire watershed, the causes of
degradation can be reduced or even eliminated while efforts to restore processes can speed
watershed recovery. In planning, it is important that the underlying characteristics o f watershed
ecology, river/stream dynamics, and aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems are understood and create
the foundation for goals and actions. To manage human actions and to sustain the long-term
health and integrity o f both land and water ecosystems, three types o f management strategies are
needed. These three strategies are:
1. The conservation o f areas that can be used sustainably by humans for products and
services we depend upon.
2. The preservation o f critical parts and processes that sustain the watershed ecosystem,
especially those we cannot replace.
3.

The restoration o f parts and processes whose integrity has been damaged or impaired.
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Table 1.2.2 Some of the Goals Common to Conserving Watersheds and Biodiversity
Some o f the goals and principles common to watershed and biodiversity conservation
(adapted from Grumbinel994; Noss et al. 1997);
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

Biodiversity in land and w ater ecosystems is valuable and w orth m aintaining.
To achieve this, maintaining or restoring populations o f all native species in natural
patterns is a critical element in the conservation o f individual species and natural
ecosystems. Fuithermore, maintaining healthy ecosystems is usually more efficient,
economical and effective than a species-by species approach.
Species well distributed across their native range are less susceptible to
extinction than species confined to small portions of th eir range. Riparian and
floodplain communities provide an important zone o f connection and overlap
between land and water, upstream and downstream habitat, and sur&ce and ground
waters for animal and plant species. If a species is confined to an isolated habitat,
connection to other suitable habitat areas is critical. For instance, bull trout require
cold water, high in oxygen for reproducticm and early life stages. Bull trout spend
summer months in the Clark Fork River and spawn in small, tributaries during the
fell months. If these small systems were closed-off or if their quality was
compromised, the remaining bull trout populations would dwindle.
Sustain ecological and evolutionary processes w ithin a n atural or historic range
of frequency or variation. In watershed ecosystems, stream dynamics including
flooding and seasonal flows, water temperature variations, species blooms and diebacks, and the migration patterns o f different species create the habitat living parts
require. Many aquatic species depend on seasonal flow and temperature changes to
time the steps o f their life cycle. Small changes in flow and temperature cycles can
throw off these life cycles. Processes on the land that sustain riparian forest
communities also impact the quantity and quality o f the aquatic ecosystem.
In designing a w atershed conservation plan, consider areas of high productivity
and high biodiversity that need increased protection from hum an influences (i.e.
riparian areas and wetlands). Also consider species o f special concern (i.e.
threatened or endangered species identified by the US Fish and Wildlife Service).
Conservation activities must be adaptive and resilient to a changing
environm ent. Nature changes over time and from one area to another. No plan can
be devised that will anticipate all future conditions and the full spectrum o f
ecosystem possibilities. Adaptive management based on monitoring of human
activities and ecosystem response will result in more sustainable management.
For the purposes of conservation, ecosystem boundaries should be determ ined
by reference to ecology and landscape, not political boundaries. Watershed
boundaries are among the clearest natural boundaries on a landscape.
Encourage sustainable hum an activities and uses of the environm ent, while
phasing-out degrading activities. Historically, cattle grazing has been an economic
staple in Montana. Currmt efforts to graze pasture lands and riparian areas more
sustainably employ a rotational grazing system that limits the amount o f time a herd
is allowed to feed and linger in sensitive streamside vegetation. Human needs must
be accommodated and incorporated within a conservation plan. However, if they are
the cause of degradation, efforts to restore an ecosystem without alleviating the
human-caused degradation will be futile.
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Watersheds perform many important functions including catching, storing, purifying and
distributing water (Williams et al. 1997). Watersheds also support a variety o f habitats (forests,
grasslands, wetlands, streams and lakes), and sustain human needs and economies. Watersheds
can be conserved by limiting natural resource harvesting to avoid damaging the longterm
productivity and services o f the watershed ecosystem. In river conservation, an increasing
number o f individuals are calling for the prevention o f river degradation, rather than delaying
action until waterbodies are damaged and in need o f restoration (Doppelt et al. 1993).
Natural resource conservation planning and management is the careful, planned use o f natural
resources that prioritizes the long-term sustainability o f ecosystem goods and services. For
example, to harvest wood products sustainably, tree stands can be logged to leave sufficient trees
for forest regeneration and habitat needs, to protect against soil erosion, and to minimize surface
water run-off. Sustainable ranching often utilizes a system o f pasture rotation and fencing to
protect wetland and riparian vegetation, and to avoid the impacts of prolonged overgrazing and
high-density cattle pressures.
The Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS) is the county-based branch of the
Dqaartment o f Agriculture specifically charged with assisting landowners and land managers
with designing conservation plans to maintain the long-term health o f natural resources and the
ecosystems that produce them. In Montana, the NRCS has developed a series o f Best
Management Practices (BMP’s) outlining methods to minimize the negative impacts o f logging,
ranching and farming activities. A watershed conservation plan will address the cumulative
effects o f many human activities within a watershed area, and use BMP’s to restore and maintain
the health and function o f the watershed ecosystem.
There are portions o f every watershed that need to be maintained in largely natural conditions
because they are integral to the natural functioning o f processes that sustain the watershed
ecosystem. These areas include the streamside or riparian conununity, the headwaters or small
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streams and springs that create the “source” o f many creeks and rivers, wetlands, and critical
wildlife habitat. The preservation o f these areas can result in more resilient ecosystems that
recover from natural disturbance and natural catastrophe faster than if the system is pushed to the
limit by human resource use and development. Large rivers undergo natural cycles o f flooding
and drought. If a system has been altered by human construction in the floodplain, h i ^
floodwaters can cause increased erosion and the addition of excessive soil and building materials
into the river when floodwaters are constricted and stream velocity increases. As a result,
residents may attempt to deal with this by further reinforcing streambanks with rock and cement
to increase bank stability along their prqperty. In later years, the neighboring properties will
receive even higher floodwaters with increased velocity as the flows were merely deflected
downstream. Rivers and floodplains evolve to accommodate high flow events. If humans build
outside flocx^lain and flood prone areas, critical elements of a watershed will be protected, as
will human property.
Restoration o f degraded portions o f a watershed will likely improve the recovery rate o f the
entire system. Watershed restoration is the process o f re-establishing the natural ecosystem
structure and function found within a watershed (Williams, J.E. et al. 1997). This caimot be
accomplished through a single activity as watersheds are the product o f the land and water
ecosystems that comprise them. Most restoration activities attempt to repair some part o f the
physical structure of a stream system that was lost due to human activity, or attempt to replant
riparian vegetation that was removed by logging or grazing. In most ecosystems, human impacts
have resulted in the loss of parts and processes that sustain natural communities. Fortunately,
stream and river communities are among the most resilient and dynamic of ecosystems and can
usually recover from human impacts once these impacts are minimized or removed (Williams,
J.S. etal.1997).
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1.3 W atershed S c ie n ce
Understanding watershed science is essential to the creation o f a successful watershed
conservation plan that maintains the quality and quantity of water flowing through a watershed.
Watershed science addresses interactions between the living and non-living aspects o f a basin,
including soils, climate, water, geology, vegetation, wildlife and humans. Physical, chemical and
biological processes are linked within a watershed; each process affects the other kinds o f
processes and impacts downstream and downslope elements and communities. By recognizing
the link between landuse and stream health, well-planned management activities can avoid
unnecessary damage and many unintended impacts on an entire watershed. Every property owner
within a watershed is linked to neighboring property owners, uplands and the aquatic ecosystem
through connections between land, water and air. Because o f such connections, every watershed
citizen has a responsibility to understand the principles o f watershed science and management
decisions that will maintain the health and integrity o f the overall system and the services it
provides.
A watershed is an area o f land from which all o f the rain&ll and melted snowfall drain
into a common waterbody (see Figure 1, reproduced with permission from the Lane Council o f
Governments). In western Montana, watersheds include steep, forested sieves in the headwater
areas with narrow, rocky creeks that flow down to broader grassy valleys below The headwaters
o f a stream refer to the smallest tributaries or stream branches where surface water first collects
into a channel. Headwater creeks usually begin below natural springs, glaciers, snow banks or
lakes. As the stream’s physical character changes from the cold, high mountain streams to the
lower, broader river systems, so does its biological community. The physical structure and water
quality characteristics define the habitat and associated biological community that can inhabit an
area. Watersheds are viewed as a series o f interconnected ecosystems that interact to maintain a
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F ig u re 1

Diagram of a Watershed

A watershed is an area o f land between two ridgelines, wherein all o f the rain&II and melted
snowfall drain into a common waterbody. Within most watersheds there are many human
activities impacting land and water ecosystems. The cumulative or additive impacts o f these
activities can degrade the parts and processes that maintain the overall health and integrity o f a
watershed ecosystem.
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dynamic equilibrium (Heede 1985). There is no single static state humans can manage for
because no two watersheds are alike, and each waterdied is constantly changing over time.
The watershed o f a large river system is often called a basin. The Clark Fork River
Basin, the Columbia River Basin, the Blackfoot River Basin and the Flathead Lake Basin are all
examples o f large watersheds. Each basin or watershed is unique. These ecosystems are shaped
by the physical, biological, political and social forces that exist within any watershed. There are
some concepts common to all watersheds.
W atersh ed scien ce concepts:
1. Connections. Watersheds are composed of many connections between water, land, air, and
life. As a result o f these connections, human actions and natural changes have unexpected,
indirect effects. Conservation plans must include an understanding o f the physical, chemical
and biological parts and processes that interact within a watershed. Every action has multiple
reactions, and impacts mainly travel downstream or downhill. The interconnected nature o f a
watershed requires that we consider the cumulative impacts of all land use and resource use
activities within a watershed in assessing the pollution loading and human induced stress on a
given system. The health of a river basin depends on the health o f the many smaller
watersheds that make it up. In western Montana, there are many small watersheds that are
tributaries to the Clark Fork, Flathead and Bitterroot Rivers, which in turn feed into the
Columbia River basin as the waters make their way towards the Pacific Ocean.

2.

Change. Watersheds change over time. These changes include seasonality, climate cycles,
community succession, and human modifications. Watershed processes change watershed
parts, which then alter the processes (i.e. the water cycle shapes the watershed, and vice
versa). Conservation efforts must distinguish human-caused change from natural dynamics
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and watershed variation. The latter we would do well to learn to live with since opposing
natural change often causes many other problems. These efforts must also consider the
cumulative effect o f many small changes within a watershed. Rivers are one o f the most
resilient ecosystems, and they can often recover with little human assistance once the source
o f degradation is eliminated. The benefits o f healthy ecosystems and restoration efforts travel
downstream and downslope, just as the degradation moves through a watershed.

3.

Conditions. Watersheds are not all alike. There is not just one healthy condition. Steep
headwater streams naturally become flatter, warmer river systems, as the distance from their
headwaters increases. To identify healthy conditions for a particular watershed, it is
compared to a relatively undisturbed watershed that is similar in certain physical features.
These less disturbed watersheds are called reference watersheds. Such "healthy" watersheds
can be used in establishing goals for restoring watershed integrity.

4.

C apacity. Watersheds have a limited capacity to assimilate stresses, and to supply goods and
services to humanity. Watershed goods include the products humans use, namely fiber, wood,
fish, and water. Watershed services include the maintenance o f soil productivity, water
purification, flood control and nutrient cycling. As population numbers increase, our
demands increase, and goods per capita and services often decline as a result. Employing
watershed conservation helps humans to live within the limitations of natural ecosystems.

These concepts provide a background for understanding the complexity o f a watershed
system. Due to the multi-layered and interconnected nature o f watershed ecosystems, it is
difficult to understand how watersheds function without conceptually breaking them down into
individual components. These components are more ftimiliar to humans as we are able to interact
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with only one or a few parts of each ecosystem at a time in our daily activities. For instance,
while fishing, a person can eiqierience many elements o f the aquatic ecosystem. Trying to
simultaneously understand how the stream fits into the geology of the basin, local forest
dynamics and impacts of a downstream hydroelectric dam can both overwhelm the sharpest o f
minds, and take the fun out o f fishing. The following parts and processes o f a watershed are
important to consider when managing human impacts on a watershed ecosystem. Consideration
o f each component in isolation, and then in combination with the others, will provide a more
detailed understanding o f the interactions and interdependence of the watershed system as a
single, large ecosystem.

W atershed p a rts a n d p ro cesses in clu d e:
1. W aterbodies or Aquatic Ecosystems. Each lake and stream is comprised o f living and non
living components. This includes the surface and groundwater, plants, fish, aquatic insects,
amphibians, bed material or substrate, etc. Some o f the living components can migrate away
from pollution and degraded habitat areas while others are unable to move to healthier areas.
As a result, species that are immobile act as indicators o f local habitat quality and can be
collected and assessed to monitor trends through time. Often aquatic insects are sampled as
indicators of water quality (dissolved oxygen levels, water temperature, and toxic pollutants).
These parameters are also critical to native fish communities that are not as easily sampled, as
they may move about in search of more suitable habitat during stressful periods. A
watershed’s water quality is the product of the watershed’s climate, geology, soils,
geomoiphology, vegetation, landuse and various human activities. Water quality is more than
just chemicals found in the water; it includes the habitat quality and the health o f the
community the system can support. Many chemical pollutants have maximum limits
recommended by the Environmental Protection Agency to protect human health and aquatic
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life. States are currently developing similar criteria to evaluate and protect physical habitat
and biological communities.

2. The R iparian Com munity. The riparian community is the streamside vegetation found
where the land and water meet. As this area often floods, it is also part of the floodplain. If
periodically under standing water, and able to support a specific type o f plant community, it
is also called a wetland. The presence o f streamside vegetation and a well-established
floodplain result in increased streambank stability and improved fish habitat. Root systems
and woody stems decrease the velocity o f floodwaters and shear stress on streambanks and
floodplain soils during high flow periods. Streamside vegetation also contributes to the water
quality and habitat found within the stream. For instance, leaves falling into water provide a
source o f nutrimts, organic material, and macroinvertebrate habitat. Plants and trees that
shade streams influence water temperature, provide cover for fish, and contribute to channel
shape and pattern. Riparian areas are important for economic and ecological reasons that
include maintenance o f water quality and the aquatic ecosystem, flood dissipation and water
storage, groundwater recharge, wildlife and fisheries habitat, biological diversity, migration
corridors, agricultural and ranching activities, timber production, recreation, and human
enjoyment. The importance o f riparian areas is for out o f proportion to the relatively minor
area o f land they occupy in most watersheds (Williams, J.E. et al 1997). Increasing efforts
are being made to protect these areas from degradation caused by human resource use,
structural flood control and mitigaticm actions, and the presence o f livestock. Healthy
riparian areas benefit both land and water ecosystems and human communities. In Montana,
many o f the best riparian areas are on private lands (Ehrhart et al. 1997) and require special
consideration in plarming efforts.
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3.

U pland Ecosystem s. “Upland ecosystem” refers to the forest, prairie, and shrub
dominated ecosystems growing away from the stream channel and riparian vegetation. These
communities play a critical role in the w ater cycle by intercepting, storing and utilizing a
large amount o f precipitation that fells within a watershed. Forest cover and the presence o f
riparian vegetation decreases the rate at which surfece flow reaches a stream channel. Forests
increase water infiltration into the soil and plants use water, decreasing the quantity o f water
available for overland and subsurfece water flow. Removing forests and increasing soil
compaction reduces water infiltration, increases soil erosion and surfece runoff, which
delivers sediment to the stream. Furthermore, increasing the amount pavem ent and
development within a watershed can lead to higher stream flows and more frequent flood
events as less water infiltrates into the soil (Bosch and Hewlett 1982, Coughlan and Running
1997, Burton 1997). Healthy forests provide diverse habitat for wildlife, air purification and
recreational values for humans. For instance, trees that fall into a stream system, or those that
are delivered to a creek during landslides and other storm-related events, contribute a
valuable component to mountain stream ecosystems. Logs, commonly called large woody
debris once they become part o f a stream system, increase the number o f pools and logjam s
needed for healthy, thriving fish populations and diverse macroinvertebrate communities.

4.

S tream Dynam ics. Stream banks develop to accommodate the typical pattern o f stream
flows they experience. If the rate or amount o f water delivered to the system as overland flow
is increased through forest removal and soil compaction, the balance between the movement
o f sediment and the erosion o f streambanks can be lost. If this balance is destroyed, streams
can over-widen, down-cut their channel bottom, and erode along portions o f their banks. The
process o f large-scale sediment erosion and lateral movement naturally occurs during high
flow years, however human activities can exacerbate the erosive potential o f any stream.
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Streams have a tendency to constantly change and move within their floodplain, often
flowing through multiple channels, or switching from one ma instem to another over the
years. This lateral movement is a natural part o f stream behavior. But, if a stream changes
dramatically from the historical stream width or depth, there may be a problem.

1.4 L e g a l T ools f o r W atershed C onservation
There are many tools available to assist citizens with watershed conservation efforts.
These tools range from technical reports to federal laws that protect public involvement in natural
resource management. Not every watershed conservation effort requires that all o f the tools are
used, but knowing where to find them and how to use them can only strengthen the movement to
protect water resources. Water use is a point of interest, if not heated debate and contention, for
residents o f Montana. By understanding the basics o f water law and policy, any individual can
navigate through the basics o f water protection and use, or at least know whom to ask and where
to find help.
Federal, state and local governments and agencies regulate water resources. This multijurisdictional layering o f regulatory and enforcement powers renders the entire water system,
from irrigation infrastructure to dam regulation, an interesting and complicated can of worms.
Watershed conservation is built upon state and federal water protection laws and policies. By
understanding a few o f the basic tenants o f the Clean Water Act and how water policy is
implemented in Montana, a citizen can become a strong advocate for water conservation and
watershed planning in their community.
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1*4.1

The Clean W ater Act as a W atershed Conservation Tool
In 1972 the Clean W ater Act (CWA) was passed to restore and maintain the ecological

integrity o f our nation’s waters. Under the CWA, states are required to establish water quality
standards that define the goals and limits for all waterbodies within their jurisdiction (River
Network 1999). These standards are based in part on the information gathered by resource
agencies as they assess waterbodies. This Act provides numerous avenues through which public
involvement and citizen participation are protected and expected. A summary o f the CWA is
available online at http://www.qpa.gov/region5/defs/html/cwa.htm.
The CWA guides local, state and federal efforts to assess, regulate and protect water
resources. The CWA is one of the strongest environmental laws states and citizens can use to
protect water resources. In some cases, citizens can drive state efforts to regulate activities within
a watershed by holding local agencies to their responsibilities specified in the CWA. If state
efforts fell short o f federal requirements outlined in the CWA, citizens and watershed groups can
turn to federal assistance and various legal options to persuade state agencies to perform their
duties and complete their responsibilities. The following summary is meant to be an introduction
to water quality standards and protective measures that exist within the CWA, and a starting point
for where to look for information on your local water resources and where to begin watershed
conservation efforts.
Under the CWA, every state must establish three components of water quality standards:
designated uses, water quality criteria and an antidegradation policy. These categories are
intended to work in combination to catch many types of water degradation that states are charged
with regulating (River Network 1999). The CWA calls on agencies to assess whether waterbodies
meet all standards and support their designated uses. If waterbodies do not meet their designated
uses, agencies must determine why, and undertake a restoration program called a Total Maximum
Daily Load assessment (TMDL).
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The 3 K inds o f Water Quality Standards developed under the Clean Water A ct:
•

Designated Uses: Designated uses are both human and ecological water uses that are
officially recognized and protected by state and federal environmental agencies. Every
state is responsible for designating at least two uses for each water body, namely, that
waterbodies o f the nation are to be fishable and swimmable provided the natural
condition was sufficient before human impacts degraded them. Other designated uses
include drinking water, agricultural use, and industrial use (not including waste
disposal). Fishable means that a waterbody supports a viable fish community, and that
the fish are safe to eat. Most states recognize that supporting a fishery requires
supporting a healthy aquatic community. Supporting an aquatic community requires
water quality sufficient to support healthy populations o f native aquatic life (including
fish, aquatic insects and algae). These uses are typically used by the state to designate
water quality classifications. In Montana, streams are divided into Class A (supports all
uses). Class B (supports all uses, but drinking water requires water treatment) and Class
C (supports all uses except drinking because waters are too salty). Class B and C
waterbodies are further divided into subclasses 1, 2 and 3 based on ten^erature and
ability to support cold water fisheries.

•

W ater Quality C riteria: To protect designated uses, water quality criteria are defined
for chemical, biological and physical parts o f an aquatic ecosystem. These limits are
critical in setting a foundation for assessing if designated uses can be met in your
individual watershed. Numeric criteria are specific, measurable, quantitative water
quality limits for many water pollutants, usually expressed as maximum or minimum
acceptable concentrations. Narrative criteria describe a desired goal or condition in
qualitative terms. For instance, not every pollutant has numeric criteria established. To
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keep our waters swimmable and to cover pollutants for which there is no specific
limit, narrative criteria may say that discharges must not cause eye irritation or noxious
smells.
•

A ntidegradation: The CWA antidegradation policy requires that states do the
following; protect a water body from any activity that would interfere with an existing
use; protect fi^om future degradation high quality waters that meet or exceed state
standards; and provide “outstanding waters" o f significant ecological and recreational
values the strictest protection to ensure the continuation o f these uses. Every state must
adopt an antidegradation policy and implementation plan that follows national
guidelines. This policy is peihaps one o f the strcmgest and least utilized compmients o f
the CWA and provides the best protection against future degradation o f water resources.
Montana has a Nondegradation Law that spells out our nondegradation policy and is
implemented by the Department o f Environmental Quality.

1.4.2

W ater Pollution Assessments and "im paired^ W aterbodies
Since long before the passage o f the Clean Water Act, states have been working to regulate

activities that degrade the quality o f water resources, and to assess and restore waterbodies
throughout their jurisdiction. The CWA greatly increased the effectiveness o f these efforts by
requiring minimum treatment standards strengthening water quality standards, funding water
improvement programs, and providing a framework to coordinate federal and state regulatoiy
activities. Section 303(d) o f the Clean W ater Act is an important tool for citizen and agency led
watershed conservation efforts. This section requires that all states evaluate if the waterbodies
under their jurisdiction are able to support their designated and existing uses, and that steps are
taken to restore these uses if they are not being met. Eadi waterbody is evaluated according to
the numeric and/or narrative criteria for physical, chemical and biological parameters the state has
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defined. If a waterbody 6 ils to meet any of these standards because it is too polluted, or the
physical habitat is too degraded, it is placed on a list o f impaired waterbodies compiled for each
state called the 303(d) List. This list is submitted to the EPA every two years in a rq)ort called
the 305(b) Report.
The 303(d) List includes the following information for each waterbody; a watershed number
generated by the US Geological Survey that is used to locate the waterbody; the name o f the
waterbody; the causes o f impairment; the designated uses the waterbody supports; and the
relative priority (high to low) the state places on developing a restoration plan for the waterbody.
Once a waterbody is on the 303(d) List, the CWA requires a restoration plan for it. These plans
are called Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) assessments and require the identification o f the
causes o f impairment, sources of pollution, and the amount o f pollution reduction or other actions
that will be needed to restore the waterbody. See Table 1.4.2 for criteria required by the EPA and
Montana Department o f Environmental Quality for the completion o f a TMDL.
In Montana, the Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is responsible for assessing
and evaluating the ability o f waterbodies within the state to meet their designated and existing
uses. In 1998, 800 Montana waterbodies needed restoration or TMDL plans (the list is available
from the DEQ and on-line at http://www.deq.state.mt.us/). The strength o f the TMDL assessment
is that it takes a watershed-based approach to evaluating and restoring waterbodies and water
quality. For instance, if a stream is listed as failing to support the native fish population due to
increases in sediment loading, a TMDL identifies the source o f sediment, the amount o f sediment
load that must be reduced, and the methods to be employed in reducing delivery to the system.
The state is obliged to assist these efforts by providing technical and financial support.
Across Mcmtana, local watershed groups are driving the creation o f watershed conservation
and TMDL plans for the basin in which they live. It is important that a watershed group contact
the regional Department of Environmental Quality TMDL coordinator if they decide to do a
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T able 1 .4.2

Montana TMDL Requirements

The Montana DEQ and the EPA require the following issues to be addressed in a
watershed plan for it to serve as a TMDL. It is important to consult the regional
DEQ water quality specialist in preparing a TMDL for an impaired waterbody.
The DEQ is authorized to approve or disapprove TMDL plans. The following 8
criteria are adapted from the TMDL Checklist for EPA Region VII.
1.

TMDL plans must result in the maintenance and attainment o f water quality
standards established by the state o f Montana.

2.

TMDL plans must have a quantified target or endpoint that relates to achieving
the water quality standard or restoring the impaired beneficial use(s).

3.

TMDL plans must include a quantified pollutant reduction target that can be
expressed in any appropriate manner that is linked to achieving the water
quality standards target. For instance a 40% reduction in sediment delivered to
a stream measurable at some designated place, a quantified decrease in
nitrogen and phosphorus levels in surface water, etc.

4.

TMDL plans must consider all significant sources and causes o f the pollutant
or problem o f concern, including public and private lands, commercial
activities, etc.

5.

An appropriate level o f technical analysis, which depends on the complexity o f
the water quality problem, must support TMDL plans.

6.

TMDL plans must contain a margin o f safety and consider the inherent
uncertainty o f watershed dynamics and the effects o f seasonality on the water
quality problem(s).

7.

TMDL plans must identify responsible parties for actions indicated, individual
allocations o f pollution loads and reductions, and management practices to be
adopted.

8.

TMDL plans must involve some level o f public participation or review. The
earlier the community is notified o f efforts to establish a TMDL, the better.
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TMDL for an inq>aired waterbody (in western Montana, Roxann Lincoln is the TMDL
coordinator (406) 444-7423). The TMDL coordinator will assist the group with writing a TMDL
plan that will satisfy state requirements, while achieving the goal of improving water quality.
Handing a completed TMDL to the DEQ without their participation and guidance in writing the
plan is not advised. It is important to include the DEQ from the beginning in plarming and
writing a TMDL.
A good TMDL is really a watershed conservation plan that assesses a multitude o f problems.
These problems include pollution loading, habitat degradation, loss o f riparian community, loss
o f normal stream flow patterns, etc. These plans are based on the principles o f watershed
conservation whereby areas capable o f supporting resource uses are utilized for sustainable
economic and recreational activities, and sensitive or critical support regions are protected in a
largely natural state. By creating watershed conservation plans that meet federal and state
requirements, local groups are opening the doors to financial and technical assistance provided by
state agencies that previously were available only by hiring private consulting firms.
Currently, efforts are being made to address the large backlog o f streams on the 303(d) List.
The only way to remove a waterbody from this list is to complete an acceptable TMDL plan, or
to find evidence that the waterbody is meeting all o f its designated uses. The time is ripe for local
participation in discussing which uses can and should be supported, which uses are actually being
realized, and what will be required if watersheds are to meet the goals local communities are
developing in their conservation plans.

1.43 State and Federal Laws That Protect Water Resources
In Montana and throughout the nation, a variety o f laws protect water quantity and
quality, the streambed and banks o f a waterbody, and riparian and wetland communities. Some o f
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these laws, like the Clean Water Act, are national programs to restore and maintain the
integrity, designated uses, and navigability o f surfece waters. Others represent Montana’s
additional efforts to maintain the high quality o f surfece and ground waters that exist within state
boundaries.
According to the Montana Constitution, all persons have the right to a clean and healthful
environment (Bryan, M. and M Kakuk 1997). With this right comes the responsibility to
safeguard the environment and state waters fi^om degradation. The state constitution established
that all surface and groundwaters within the boundaries o f the state are the property o f the state
for the use o f its people (Westesen and Bryan 1997). As such, an individual possessing a water
right in feet possesses a right to use an allotted amount o f water so long as she/he meets state
guidelines for reasonable uses, and does not interfere with a senior water user’s right (i.e. one
with an older water right). A water right is required for any activity that withdraws surfece
waters in the state o f Montana. On Native American reservation lands, the history and policy of
water rights differ from diose found under state and federal authority.
Table 1.4.3 lists many o f the laws that are important to consider when creating a watershed
conservation plan. These laws are designed to protect critical natural resources and human health
from pollution and ecosystem damage. The agencies responsible for regulating and enforcing
environmental standards also provide technical expertise and legal support for many conservation
efforts. In Montana, both county and state governments have adopted an approach to watershed
restoration and conservation based on incentive programs and public education. Under extreme
cases o f water quality degradation or if human health or property is threatened, state and federal
agencies can intervene on private or public lands to prevent degradation or stop a degrading
activity that is underway.
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Table 1.4.3 Important Federal and State Laws for Watershed Conservation
Federal laws
Clean W ater Act
Endangereti Species Act

Safe Drinking W ater Act

Purpose (and implementing agency)
To restore and maintain the physical, chemical and biological in tc ^ ty and beneficial
uses of national water resources. (Environmental Protection Agency)
To protect endangered plants, animals and their habitats. This Act prohibits any action
that harms or kills a listed species, w any action that damages its habitat. (US
Fish&Wildlife Service)
Provides the EPA with the authority to establish and enforce federal drinking water
standards. These standards establish maximum levels of contamination for toxic
chemicals and waterborne diseases and bacteria. The SDWA also requires all states to
develop Source Water Assessment Plans for drinking water supplies. (Environmental
Protection Agency)

National Environmental
Policy Act

NEPA is the foundation for many national efforts to protect our environment. It
requires federal review of major federal activities that may cause degradation to the
environment. (aU federal agencies)

Comprehensive
Environmental Response,
Compensation and
Liability Act (Superfund)

Requires the cleanup of abandoned toxic or hazardous sites, accidents, spills, and other
releases of contamination into the environment. It has established a Federal fund to
pay for the cleanup of abandoned or uncontrolled hazardous materials, but charges cost
to responsible party if available. (Environmental Protection Agency)

If designated as a river of outstanding value, the WSRA protects a river system and
seeks to maintain it in a free-flowing condition, capable of supporting exceptional
biological, cultural and historical values. (Environmental Protection Agency)
The Farm Bill provides financial incentives to American agricultural communities to
Federal Agricultural
address and remedy envimomentally degrading farming practices. This bill supports
Improvement and Reform incentive programs administered by the Natural Resource Conservation Service
Act (Farm Bill)
(USDA).
To protect biodiversity in National forests and the public's right to participate in forest
plarming and management. The NFMA specifies that timber is only to be harvested in
National Forest
ways and in areas that do not compromise the condition of a watershed. (US Forest
Management Act
Service)
National Wild and Scenic
Rivers Act

Montana laws

Floodplain and Floodway
Management Act

The purpose of this act is to protect and preserve fish and wildlife resources within the
state, and to maintain streams and rivers in their natural or existing condition.
(Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks)
This law prohibits the following timber harvest activities within 50 feet of any
waterbody: broadcast burning; off road operation of wheeled or tracked vehicles; clearcutting; road construction unless to cross a stream; handling, storing, applying cht
disposing of hazardous or toxic materials; casting road material into a stream, etc.
(Department of Natural Resource Conservation)
To restrict floodplain and floodway areas to uses that will not be seriously damaged, or
present a hazard to life, if flooded. Administered by the local floodplain administrator
orDNRC.

Natural Streambed and
Land Preservation Act

Minimize soil erosion and sedimentation of waterbodies, and protect and preserve
streams and rivers in their natural or existing state. (Conservation Districts)

W ater Use Act

To provide a peimiting system for water rights administration; to record, maintain and
adjudicate water rights. (Department of Natural Resource Conservation)

Stream Protection Act

Streamside Management
Zone Law

Note: Aooordingto these laws, state/federal permits are required for activities that inqtaa waterbodies.Contact the county Conservation
District wherein the action is proposed for required permit applications and assistance.

(River Network 1999; Montana Association of Conservation Districts et al. 1997)
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1.4.4 State and Federal Environm ental Agencies Involved in W atershed Conservation
Environmental agencies provide a valuable source o f professional resource managers and
ecologists for assistance with conservation planning and restoration actions. Citizens can benefit
from working with those agencies that are responsible for project review and permitting for many
activities that may occur within a watershed. By working together, projects can be planned and
coordinated to avoid or reduce cumulative impacts that could degrade a watershed Furthermore,
the information and permits maintained by the environmental agencies provide an invaluable
source o f background and historical information for many watersheds in Montana.
Appendix B provides a list of the primary agencies and organizations participating in
watershed management and conservation in Montana. For each o f the federal agencies, there are
similar state agencies responsible for the implementaticxi of federal policies and programs.
Generally, permits are required for any activity that impacts a streambed or banks, discharges into
a waterbody, withdraws water from a watercourse, or negatively impacts the riparian community.
Table 1.4 .4 presents a hst o f the most common permits required for local activities that may
impact a waterbody. Failure to obtain the necessary approval can result in the closure o f an
initiated project, fines, and the forced removal and clean up of a constructed project, plus
expenses incurred to restore degraded terrestrial and aquatic communities. The permit system is
designed to assist landowners with the sound design and thoughtful planning a successful project
requires.
There are 4 or 5 environmental agencies that watershed groups commonly work with on a
regular basis. Local conservation districts are valuable source o f natural resource and watershed
information. Conservation districts commonly assist watershed groups with understanding and
identifying natural resource problems, with contacting appropriate agencies, general start-up
activities, and state and federal permit requirements for projects. The Natural Resource
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T ab le 1 .4 .4 C o m m o n P e rm its R e q u ire d fo r P ro te c tio n o f W a te r R eso u rces

Stream A lteration P erm it (310 Permit): Required under the Montana Natural Streambed and
Land Preservation Act. These are the most common permits issued by local Conservation
Districts for activities impacting streams including; installation o f any material on a streambank
(i.e. rip rap, fencing to stabilize slope), temporary stream crossings during low flow periods,
irrigation diversion structures, bridges etc The person initiating the project must complete a
permit application available at all conservation district offices prior to beginning any activity,
and approval is required.
Dredge and Fill Perm it (404 Permit): Required under the Federal Clean Water Act. Projects
that include construction, road building and maintenance, culvert installaticm, stream
modification, large vehicle crossing on or near a stream, or any activity that may contribute a
“significant” amount o f sediment, dredging or fill material to a waterbody or wetland. This
permit is issued and reviewed by the US Army Corps of Engineers and the EPA. Permit
information and assistance is available at all conservation districts.
M ontana W ater Right Perm it: Required under the Montana Water Use Act. Any person,
agency, or governmental entity intending to acquire new or additional water rights, or to change
an existing water right, must obtain a water permit. This applies to any surfece water
appropriation, and groundwater apprc^riaticxi over 35 gallons per minute or 10 acre-feet per year.
Water right applications are available at county clerk and recorders’ offices, and all eight Water
Resources Regional Offices o f the DNRC in most major Montana towns and cities. Most
western Montana river and lake basins are curraitly closed to new water ri^its/use permits.
Floodplain Development Perm it: Required under the Montana Floo<h>lain and Floodway
Management Act. Anyone planning new construction, the placement of fill, roads, bridges,
irrigation structures, homes or additions within a designated 100-year floodplain must obtain a
permit from the Floodplain Management section o f the DNRC. Contact a local floodplain
administrator (in most county planning offices) within the county or the DNRC in Helena prior
to initiating the project.
Septic System Perm it: Required under county septic system regulations. Any person intending
to construct, alter, extend, or operate a sewage treatment and disposal system must obtain a
permit from the county. Conventional systems must be 100 feet from the 100-year floodplain,
and 6 feet above groundwater (Montana Association o f Conservation Districts 1997). Contact
the sanitarian o f the county wherein the project is to occur before beginning installation.
Other Perm its: The DEQ and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission must be contacted
before mining or dam construction activities are initiated below the high water mark on any lake
or stream in Montana. Also, the DEQ must be contacted before any liquid or solid is discharged
into any surfece or ground waterbody, or for any temporary violation o f Montana Surfece Water
Standards.
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Conservation Service (NRCS) works with the conservation district to improve landuse practices
and to conserve land and water resources. To assist landowners with improving their landuse
practices, NRCS has a number o f programs for landowner education and habitat protection, with
some funding assistance for implementing approved land use practices. NRCS is also available
for technical advice for watershed groups.
The Montana Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) provides wildlife
information, fish habitat and fish population surveys, and technical guidance for local
conservation efforts. FWP has a fisheries restoration program (Future Fisheries Program) to
assist watershed groups and landowners with funding for projects to restore and enhance fish
habitat. The US Forest Service and the Bureau of Land Management play an important role in
watershed conservation m Montana. These two agencies manage public lands throughout the
state. They are a valuable source o f forest, water and soil inventories, technical assessment and
guidance for conservation efforts. The Dqjartment o f Environmental Quality also protects state
water quality and oversees the Total Maximum Daily Load Assessment Program. They are
responsible for pollution assessment and allocation o f Nonpoint Source Pollution funding (319
grants) available from the US EPA to improve water resources. Appendix B is intended to guide
citizens through the hierarchy o f legal authority, and the <^portunities and incentive programs
that exist for land and water conservation projects.
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2.0 Guidelines for Establishing a Watershed Conservation Plan
Once you've waded through the basics o f watershed science and conservation policy, it’s
time to roll up your sleeves and get to work on writing a watershed conservation plan. Watershed
planning is a process whereby a local community works with resource managers to identify goals
and priorities for a watershed. This process involves identifying where the group wants to go
with their planning efforts, the condition o f the watershed (a watershed assessment), what they
will need to meet these goals, and how they will keep on track as they plan and implement
watershed projects. In most cases, watershed groups rely on the assistance o f a watershed
coordinator to ^cilitate water conservation planning and project design. The watershed
coordinator assists in overcoming conflicts and struggles that may be unavoidable when gathering
together the variety of landowners, resource interests and land managers found in a watershed.
Local conservation districts may recommend watershed coordinators in their area, or a qualified
and inclined watershed resident may choose to take on the challenge o f coordinating a watershed
group.
State and federal environmental agencies have been working to manage natural resources
for decades, and are available to assist local residents with many elements o f watershed planning.
In this way, watershed planning is based on a partnership between local efforts and state and
federal resource management agencies. These partnerships have been utilizing education,
iimovative restoration technology, and demonstration projects to encourage the cooperation and
participation that are critical for successful watershed conservation (Harrington, M and C A
Hartwell 1999). As our population grows and demands on natural resources increase, conflict
between various uses o f water and watersheds seems unavoidable. This conflict can result in
ecosystem degradation if management decisions are not based on careful plarming and scheduling
that prioritizes watershed integrity. For instance, by staggering irrigation timing and water
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withdrawal from a stream, minimum flows to sustain a local aquatic conununity and fishery
can be achieved. Without this type of planning and cooperation, many streams are rendered dry
during the hot summer months when irrigation needs are highest, and streamflow is at a
minimum. By making resource management decisions in a cooperative forum that includes all o f
the resource managers, residents, recreators, and conservation interests within a watershed,
unintended and often unnecessary harm can be avoided.
Increasingly watershed groups are being recognized as a critical forum for conflict
resolutirm and effective resource management across the nation. In many areas, watershed
groups and agency partners are forming solutions to past resource management nightmares by
emphasizing problem solving as opposed to punishment, balancing competing interests and goals
within a watershed, and providing economic incentives in the private-sector (Harrington, M. and
C.A. Hartwell 1999). Watershed groups and agency partnerships are effectively addressing
resource problems that have plagued rural towns and communities since the mid-1900's when our
use o f natural resources clearly began to exceed the capacity o f ecosystems to sustain themselves
and the services humans depend upon. Through working together to manage natural resources
sustainably, people with diverse interests can find common ground. State agencies, local
communities, private landowners, commercial operations and public land managers have
benefited from these coc^erative projects for the last three decades. Watershed conservation that
emphasizes healthy ecosystems and sustainable resource management has the best chance o f
supporting present and future human needs.
There are a number o f watershed councils across Montana that have begun watershed
conservation planning during the last 5 years. These watershed councils vary in group structure,
leadership style and conservation strategy as each watershed is unique in the management issues
it raises. For instance, in Sanders County there are currently 4 watershed groups in operation.
One o f these, the Elk Creek Watershed Council, was formed over two years ago when the
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watershed residents came together to address streambank erosion and wildlife habitat concerns
in the watershed. By 1999, a series o f bank stabilization, streambank revegetation and habitat
enhancement projects have been completed, and the group now meets every other month to
monitor the condition o f the projects and the health o f the watershed. Another o f these groups,
the Rock Creek Watershed Council, was recently formed to address fishery degradation,
groundwater contamination, and a proposed cqpper and silver mine that may be constructed in the
headwaters o f the watershed. These efforts are receiving sustained attention and assistance from
the surrounding community and management agencies, and serve as demonstration projects for
similar groups in the region.
In forming a watershed group, it is important to remember that there are a series o f steps
to take before any work on the ground is done (US Environmental Protection Agency et al. 1998;
California Coordinated Resource Management Planning 1990; Montgomery, D R. et al. 1995).
The watershed conservation plan will serve as a guiding document and record for decisions made
and activities the watershed group oversees. The amount o f time necessary to complete each o f
these steps varies according to the politics that exist within the watershed, the complexity o f the
problems identified, group participation and agency support. By keeping these five phases in
mind, the path to establishing a watershed conservation plan will be easier to follow. These five
phases are;
1. Getting organized and forming a watershed group.
2.

Assessing the condition o f the watershed and collecting background information.

3. Watershed planning: developing watershed goals, writing and adopting a watershed
management conservation plan, and securing fiinding.
4.

Implementing the watershed plan.

5. Monitoring the effectiveness o f projects and adapting conservation strategies as needed.
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2.1

Getting Organized, Forming and Sustaining a Successful Watershed Group
TTie first step in watershed conservation is to clearly identify watershed problems, and to

begin meeting to discuss land and water concerns within a watershed. The Montana W ater Center
maintains a list o f most o f the watershed and environmental groups in the state, and can be
consulted for pre-existing groups in most areas (see their website at http ;//water.montana.edu).
Most conservation districts are ûtmiliar with local watershed councils and can provide
information on start-up activities that can save a newly forming group both time and money.
They may also have recommendations for individuals to contact with previous experience in
watershed coordination and grant writing - critical services in starting up and sustaining any
watershed group. Conservation Districts can also access DEQ grants to support the initiation o f a
watershed group in their county. Often the first meetings are attended by people previously
involved with resource management in the area (i.e. agency personnel, conservation interests, the
local conservation district, landowners, etc.).
Watershed conservation planning and restoration actions rely on the cooperation and
participation o f the people that live, depend upon and recreate within a watershed (Montgomery,
D R et al. 1995). These people have a stake in the present and future condition of the watershed
and are therefore referred to a “stakeholders” in most planning efforts. Early involvement and
long-term commitment of the stakeholders can be tricky to secure, and frustrating to maintain.
When considering the potential stakeholders for a watershed area, the list may be huge and
daunting. In general, the categories that are represented in many watershed councils include;
academics, agency personnel, natural resource business, elected officials, special interest groups,
politically active people, tribes, and interested citizens not belonging to any of the other
categories (Griffm,C.B. 1999). Inviting these participants to join in a watershed conservation
effort can be achieved through the usual methods o f giving public notice. Specifically, printing a
short article in the local newspaper; making an announcement at the monthly conservation district
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meeting; contacting special interest groups via telephone or internet and telling them to pass the
word; posting fliers announcing a first meeting at local colleges/high schools, the post office,
grocery stores, and local bars; and mailing an announcement to all o f the residents and
landowners/managers within the watershed area. Try to get the media to cover the first meeting
and be sure to tell them when the next meeting will be.
It is important that the local community, private interests and landowners be notified
when start-up activities begin. By notifying stakeholders through mailings or publicity in local
newspapers, it is more likely a broad range o f participants will join the ccmservation efforts. The
participation and input o f stakeholders is critical in minimizing opposition to the conservation
plan. An ongoing outreach and education effort will be needed because new stakeholders may
join the group over time, and some participants may want to be kept abreast o f issues and
decisions without having to join in the planning. It is important to initiate a watershed group
before creating a conservation plan.
The implementation o f a watershed conservation plan will depend on the commitment o f
a number o f the stakeholders to long-term participation, problem solving, project implementation
and monitoring. If the group is established in an environment vdiere every member's position is
respected and worthy o f consideration, long-term voluntary participation is more likely to be
achieved. It is important that trust and respect are established between group members, and that
each participant has the authority to speak on behalf of their interests and the issues they
represent. Efforts to design a conservation plan can be initiated once parties that could stop
implementation have been involved in the platming process. If these parties refuse to participate
in planning efforts, the watershed coordinator can act as a Meditator to assist with communicating
the watershed goals the community has identified and the need for stakeholder support. The
Department o f Environmental Quality will insist that future watershed activities comply with the
pollution abatement and management actions outlined in an approved Total Maximum Daily
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Load (TMDL) plan. For this reason, it behooves all of the stakeholders to participate in
designing and implementing a TMDL they will be required to comply with.
If a watershed group is still unable to secure participation from a critical stakeholder,
continue positive methods o f encouragement that include promoting environmental values and
knowledge, and watershed awareness (Lant, C L 1999). In time and with a bit o f luck, a resistor
may come around and see the benefits o f the group’s efforts. Another stakeholder with similar
interests may be able to convince the wary nonparticipating party o f the benefits o f watershed
conservation. Success is still possible even if some o f the stakeholders choose not to participate
(California Coordinated Resource Management Planning 1990).
Due to the mission o f resource and environmental agencies, it is common to have a
representative from the US Forest Service, Montana Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks, the
Natural Resource Conservation Service, and the local Conservation District at most meetings.
All o f these agencies have a responsibility to manage the natural resources within the state;
however, they cannot implement management decisions on private lands where change is often
needed. The Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) is responsible for assessing the ability
o f state waterbodies to meet their designated uses, and for approving TMDL plans to restore these
uses. The regional DEQ watershed quality specialist should be consulted once a watershed group
begins designing a TMDL plan.
Maintaining volunteer landowner and citizen participation is a common problem many
watershed groups encounter. Agency personnel are obligated and interested in attending locally
organized watershed conservation group meetings, but the local citizenry may be more difficult to
attract. Often watershed groups struggle to avoid a “round table” o f agency personnel throughout
their conservation efforts. By involving local residents, creating a board of directors, allocating
responsibility and empowering non-agency participants, a sense o f ownership and commitment
will grow within participants for both the planning phases and final projects undertaken by the
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group. Volunteer projects are found to work only when the volunteers set the priorities
(Harrington, M. and C A Hartwell 1999). Many times conflicts and long-standing disagreements
between neighbors are overcome when both parties are listened to. Collaborati<m and consensus,
or reaching resolution after all points o f view have been voiced and weighed in making decisions,
is one o f the strengths of planning efforts driven by local groups at a watershed scale (GrifRn,
C.B. 1999). Table 2.1 outlines steps to consider in forming and sustaining a watershed group.

2.2

Writing a Watershed Conservation Plan
Once a watershed group has formed, the watershed plarming area needs to be clearly

defined. Selecting an appropriate watershed size can be a tricky stq) because the management
area needs to be large enough to impact the problems the group wants to remedy, while small
enough to make decision making and project implementation feasible. Some resource managers
and conservationists reconunend defining the management area according to the “problemshed”
that influences it (Griffin, C.B. 1999). A problemshed is defined by the nature o f the resource
problem, and the appropriate land area that must be managed to impact the problem. For
instance, a watershed group can consider a relatively small management area if they are
addressing weeds in a confined pasture, while restoring fish populations may require a large,
complex river system that may span numerous watersheds. Watershed groups must remember
that they will require the approval and participation o f private landowners to implement any
project planned on private lands. They should therefore consider their ability to do something
within the problemshed as they design watershed goals and objectives.
The discussion to identify resource concerns and watershed conservation areas (or
problemsheds) should include regional and national goals to maintain or restore watershed
ecosystems and water resources, while addressing local problems and concerns. In many cases.
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Table 2A Steps to Consider in Forming a Watershed Group
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.

10.

Watershed groups are created to solve existing land and water problems.
and/or to avoid potential problems that may result from future activities. Unplanned
activities are more likely to cause problems than those that are planned. It is critical to
include all of these concerns in the conservation plan a watershed group creates.
Contact the county-based conservation district for information on local watershed projects
and citizen groups. Get names and contact information for watershed leaders/coordinators
and similar projects in your area Conservation districts can often {«‘ovide up to $5,000
(from the DEQ) for watershed plarming
Having a watershed coordinator/facilitator is important in starting-up and sustaining a
watershed group An ideal watershed coordinator is someone who lives in the watershed
or neighboring area with natural resource management, grant writing and good people
skills. Any combination of these traits can work. The coordinator can arrange for the
physical requirements of the first meeting (a meeting facility, publicity, coffee, etc ) and
plan for future activities between meetings. By paying a coordinator to lead monthly
meetings, plan agendas and keep meeting minutes, the group will proceed through planning
and assessment phases more rapidly and more smoothly. Watershed coordinators can also
apply for grants to support the activities the council will oversee, including: hiring a
watershed coordinator, assessing a watershed, designing restoration {yqjects and
impdementing a monitoring program.
Plan and hold first informational meeting where resource concerns are presented, the need
and purpose for establishing a watershed council is exjriained, etc. If a watershed
coordinator has been nominated, have her/him review the county records for all of the
landowners in the watershed. Mail an aimouncement inviting watershed residents, the
conservation district, governmental agencies and special interest groups to the first
meeting. Also, post fliers in common public areas (grocery stores, bars, post offices) to
publicize the meeting. Try to get media coverage at the first meeting, and remember to tell
them when and where following meetings will be held Meeting facilities are often free if
they are held at community centers, firehouses. and otho' established meeting places.
If some of the stakeholders are reluctant to participate, have a participant with similar
interests contact them and explain the benefits of watershed conservation and what the
group will be trying to accomplish. Be patient it may take some people a while to
participate in conservation efforts.
Start meeting regularly. Agree upon a meeting format, acceptable conduct, if decisions will
be made 1^ consensus, etc.
During the first few meetings, explain the importance of long-term commitment and
involvement of the stakeholder group. The first year is usually the most time consuming as
the conservation plan is written, funding is secured projects are implemented, etc.
Afterwards, meetings can be less frequent and based on need.
Some of the stakeholder will be interested in what the group is doing but unwilling to
participate in regular meetings while others may take time to join in the efforts. For these
reasons, an ongoing education and outreach effort is important to maintain volunteer
participation and interest.
Design a mission statement the watershed council supports. This statement will be based
on the common vision of the stakeholders and guide fiature activities the group will
undertake. Also, create a list of land and water concerns, and define goals and objectives
as watershed assessments and field data are gathered. This information will be the
begiiuiing of a draft watershed conservation (rfan (see Appendix A).
Review and modify draft plan and refine an implementation strategy. Identify existing and
potential funds, and create a monitoring plan.
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watershed stakeholders may choose r^resentatives for private landowners, conservation
interests, commercial interests, or other special interests to form the watershed board o f directors
or some sort o f formalized decision making body. The agency participants in the watershed
council often form a technical advisory committee to evaluate data, feasibility o f different
alternatives under consideration, potential projects and benefits to natural resources and
watershed health.
A template for a watershed conservation plan is presented in Appendix A. The outline is
intended to guide citizens through the process o f assessing and planning future watershed
conservation actions. It does not, however, include a few o f the critical steps in watershed
planning, namely securing funding to support watershed conservation projects and land
management actions, and hiring technical consultants and/or a watershed coordinator. In many
cases, the watershed coordinator will write a majority o f the grant proposals submitted by the
watershed group as grant writing is a meticulous and involved process that benefits ft~om an
experienced hand. As previously stated, however, start-up funding is often available through the
local conservation district.

2.2.1 Assessing W atershed Condition and Problem Identification
There are many approaches to assessing the condition o f a watershed. These approaches
vary from scientific data gathering and analysis to the first hand experience and knowledge o f
watershed users. Oftaitimes watersheds are divided into terrestrial (land) and aquatic (water)
communities, or into physical, chemical and biological aspects to focus the assessment process.
On a cautionary note, these divisions are somewhat arbitrary, and we must keep in mind that all
parts o f a watershed affect one another.
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A preliminary watershed assessment should attempt to gather the existing data,
information and first-hand knowledge available for a watershed system. It therefore involves
resource agencies, local residents, nonresident users and conservation interests that have studied
and spent time within the watershed and its tributaries. This preliminary assessment should
attempt to identify areas where further study and evaluation are necessary before any
conservation projects are undertaken. However, information on a watershed will never be
complete; at some point acticm must be taken despite remaining uncertainties. The technical
advisory team should advise the watershed group when sufficient information has been gathered
to begin action.

Step 1: Background information
People who live and use the land and water resources can assist in identifying
problems that exist within a watershed. Loggers are often familiar with the condition o f
unpaved roads and culverts, and areas with beetle infestations or tree disease. Local
residents and weekend recreators are familiar with fishing holes and recent fish catch, and
remote areas accessed only by trails Farmers and ranchers note the condition o f the
streamside vegetation, pasture quality, water quantity and clarity o f streams through their
lands. Hunters attempt to track migration patterns and game populations during different
seasons and between different years. These types o f information can be useful in
identifying areas where problems may exist.
Federal and state agencies have attempted to assess wildlife population viability
(especially o f game species) and plant community health found within many Montana
watersheds. The Montana Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks has fish population
and habitat surveys for many o f the streams, and wildlife information for land
communities. Similarly, US Forest Service and the Department o f Natural Resource
Conservation have inventories of wildlife and forest condition, fire histories, past stream
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modification activities, roads, weeds, private grazing allotments, aerial photos, and
recreation use on public lands. The Natural Resource Conservation Service has soil
inventories and aerial photos in areas where they've developed management plans, and
can conduct site visits to assess soil type, and the potential for soil erosion. Within each
county, the County Assessor's Office maintains records on public and private land
ownership.
The Dqjartment o f Environmental Quality has assessed many waterbodies in
Montana as required under the Clean Water Act and the Montana TMDL prc^ram. H ie
DEQ maintains a list o f waterbodies that do not meet their designated uses (the 303(d)
List o f Impaired Waterbodies). The DEQ also maintains records on wastewater
discharge permits, waste sites, subdivisions and feedlots throughout the state.
Caiservation districts maintain records for 310 Permits that have been issued for actions
that impact streambanks or streambeds on private lands. Local government (city and
county planning and health departments) can provide information on sqitic systems,
surface and groundwater quality, roads and other infiastructure within their jurisdictions.
The records maintained by federal agencies are available to the public as required
by the Freedom o f Information Act (seethe Federal Code o f Regulations part 7, or the
US Department o f Agriculture’s web site at www.usda.gov/news/foia/main.htm). In
most cases, agency personnel are more than willing to open files and assist vdiere they
can in land and water conservation. However, if cooperation fails, mentioning (and if
necessary utilizing) the public's right to obtain most federal agency records is usually
compelling. To create the best picture o f current and past human impacts within a
watershed, all of these sources o f information are valuable in directing future
conservation efforts.
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Step 2: Assessing a watershed and identifying causes o f degradation
Once the background information on a watershed has been collected, the
watershed council can work with the D ^aitm ent o f Environmental Quality to design an
assessment and monitoring program to address the goals for the watershed. Assessment
o f the condition o f land and water ecosystems is critical to developing effective
conservation projects and evaluating their progress. A holistic approach has been
recommended by watershed professionals and scientists who guide citizen and agencydriven watershed conservation efforts. A holistic approach evaluates water quality,
habitat structure, energy and nutrient sources, flow regime (high and low flow cycles),
and biotic interactions The following assessment methods outline a variety o f approaches
a watershed council may choose to pursue or support.
•

Citizen M onitoring
Local citizens can provide a useful picture o f the watershed they spend time in, and
can be a valuable work force for long-term watershed monitoring. There are several
approaches to monitoring. Each approach depends on the amount o f time the monitors
want to contribute, if they enjoy being out in the field, if they are comfortable walking
through a stream, or if they are interested in technical training to collect specific types o f
data. Irrespective of the monitoring activity, local citizens can be an excellent way to
create a long-term monitoring program that agency personnel could not sustain in every
watershed in the region.
There are many sources o f information available to citizens for stream monitoring.
The Adopt-A-Stream Foundation’s Stream Keeper’s Field Guide (Murdoch et al. 1996)
outlines data collection to assess watershed condition and a waterbody’s biological,
chemical and physical condition. Also, conservation districts, NRCS, the DEQ and the
Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks can assist in establishing a monitoring system
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that citizens can carry out. The Montana Volunteer Monitoring Network hosts
workshops to train citizens how to design and implement a successful monitoring
program and can be contacted through the Natural Resource Information Service (see
their website at nris.mt.gov/wis/volwatmon.htm). The following description is intended
to provide exan^les o f some o f the ways citizens can participate in watershed
monitoring.
1. Visual survev: Walking along a waterbody is the best way to identify potential
problem areas While walking, look for areas Wiere human activities have
removed riparian vegetation or forest cover, areas with streambank erosion, bare
hillslopes that may fail, weed invasion, stream crossings for livestock or vehicles,
any pipe that may be discharging into the system, and anything else that catches
your eye. Note these areas on a map and sketch in their approximate location.
Repeat the visual survey annually. If possible, bring along someone from the
technical team to participate in the fîrst visual survey at least.

2. Photo monitoring: Establishing points where regular photographs of the stream
and surrounding riparian community are taken is an easy and meaningful way to
track change. Photograph areas where erosion or other problems have occurred
in the past, or where management practices have changed. Consult the technical
team for ideas. Photo monitoring is an effective way to watch a riparian
community grow back once grazing practices change, or to watch a streambank
rebuild if a restoration project is undertaken. Choose an obvious landmark (i.e. a
big boulder, a tree, a bluff or bridge), or mark the monitoring site with a
permanent fixture if you cannot use a substantial landmark. Hammering a stake
into the ground is a cheap and effective method if a preexisting structure cannot
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be found, but may prove challenging to relocate from season to season. Be
sure to ask permission from a private landowner before marking a spot <m their
land.

3.

Phvsical assessment: Streams are perpetually moving throughout their floodplain
while they transport gravel and sediment from one area to another. Some
streambank erosion is natural and healthy. Other types and rates o f erosion are
the result o f poor landuse practices. To evaluate which type o f situaticni exists,
select a reach for monitoring (0.5-1 km long). Map and measure stream crosssections every 100-250 meters, reach length and sinuosity (curvature) at least
once each year (Murdoch et al. 1996;-United States Environmental Protection
Agency1997). These measurements can detect channel changes that are not
natural (i.e. rapid widening or down-cutting due to upstream or local landuse
impacts). Streamflows should be measured multiple times each year to record
high and low stream flows. These types o f assessments can assist the watershed
group in creating an image o f how the stream changes from low to high flow,
season to season, and year to year. These monitoring staticms should be
established with the guidance of the technical team and training may be
necessary to assure accurate measuring techniques, etc.

4.

Chemical assessment: There are a number o f chemistry kits available to citizens
through groups like the Montana Volunteer Monitoring Network and other
citizen monitoring programs. Most o f these kits include materials to measure the
temperature, dissolved oxygen, and acidity o f the water. These kits are easy to
use with minimal training and can illuminate significant water quality
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characteristics that influence the aquatic community found within the
watershed. The technical team will most likely advise the watershed group to
hire a private consultant to conduct more thorough and refined analysis if there is
a need for further water quality information. Most test kits caimot adequately
measure nutrients and metals in stream water. Check with the DEQ or a local
college/university about such analyses. In addition, water chemistry changes so
rapidly that monitoring programs must be carefully designed to provide useful
information. Assessing the amount o f suspended and settled sediment in a
stream system is critical in evaluating water quality and the health of the
ecosystem; however, it may be best left to the tedm ical team or professional
consultants given the level o f training required to accurately collect sediment
samples. Also, sediment needs to be measured during peak streamflows, as well
as other times o f the year. Wading into a stream or river during this time can be
extremely hazardous.

5.

Biological community assessment and monitoring: Collecting aquatic insects is
an effective and useful way to assess and monitor the health o f the aquatic
ecosystem. The presence and abundance of pollution sensitive species indicates
whether water temperature, water chemistry and substrate can support a pollution
sensitive aquatic community. This information is useful in assessing fishery
potential, and success o f restoration activities. A biological assessment and
monitoring program requires some training and technical advice to establish, and
in many cases the insects collected are sent to someone experienced with
identification. Consult the technical team for guidance with this assessment
method.
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•

Technical Assessments
Before any restoration activities are undertaken a thorough understanding o f the existing

stream conditions should be obtained. By evaluating stream conditions and classifying the stream
type, you can then determine what can be expected o f it. In order to understand what is causing a
problem, upstream and up-slope activities need to be evaluated. Agency and private consultants
are familiar with the collection o f baseline information and data to provide this picture. The DEQ
and FWP can often provide a list o f private consultants they have worked with on stream
restoration projects. Have the DEQ and FWP review any work to be carried out by a private
consultant before the project is begun. Restoration efforts will feil if they simply place a band-aid
over a symptom without dianging the causes that are damaging a stream. Technical assessments
to evaluate current watershed condition and causes o f degradation include:
1,

Fishery Assessments: Normally conducted by the Department o f Fish, Wildlife
and Parks to evaluate the fish population and potential habitat within the
watershed. They use these assessments to make recommendations for habitat
restoration projects.

2. Watershed Modeling and Forest/Rangeland Assessments: Conducted by the US
Forest Service and Bureau o f Land Management on public lands, and by
Montana Forestry Division of the Department o f Natural Resource Conservation
on state and private lands, to evaluate forest condition, and watershed hydrology
(the interception, use, storage and run-off o f surface water) for cumulative effects
o f past, present and potential timber harvests, proposed road construction, etc.
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3.

Hydrologie and Stream Classification Surveys: Conducted by the DEQ, US
Forest Service and the BLM. These studies evaluate the stream channel
structure, surface and groundwater interaction, landform age and evolution
(geomotphology), and many other aspects o f the hydrologie and geologic system
within the watershed. This informatitxi is used to evaluate the current condition
o f the stream and surrounding landforms, types o f activities that could benefit the
stream (from changing landuse practices to implementing a restoration project),
the likely effects o f prc^osed land uses, etc.

4.

Use Support Determination: During the next 10 years, the DEQ will continue to
assess Montana waterbodies to determine the uses each stream should support,
and if these uses are being met. If the uses are not being met, the waterbody will
be added to the 303(d) List o f Impaired Waterbodies. The DEQ is curraitly
establishing the types o f physical, chemical and biological data that will be
accepted to determine if any o f these components o f stream health are below the
limits a system should be supporting. By classifying a waterbody (Class A, B 13, C 1-3), the DEQ is establishing what can be expected of it, and then
designating uses it should support. Then its condition and ability to supports uses
is evaluated. A TMDL plan will be required to eliminated the causes of
degradation and restore the designated uses to impaired waterbodies. See the
DEQ website at http://www.deq statem t.us/ for further information.

2.2.2

Establishing W atershed Goals
The benefits o f smaller, watershed-scale actions will be greater and more sustainable if

they are planned in coordinated with larger, regional goals and programs. There are different
types of national and regional conservation and water resource programs. The Clean Water Act is
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the basis for many of the state-led efforts to maintain the physical, chemical, and biological
integrity and beneficial uses (swimming, drinking, and fishing) o f national water resources. The
Endangered Species Act (ESA) was enacted to protect endangered and threatened species and
their habitats. Under the ESA, the Montana Bull Trout Recovery Plan is being drafted to identify
priority streams and restoration areas to preserve and restore for bull trout habitat. Similarly, a
Voluntary Nutrient Reduction Plan has been outlined to reduce nutrient pollution to the Clark
Fork River Basin and can be found at http://water.montana.edu/docs/lwgd/missoula.htm. Each o f
these laws and plans should be considered in outlining local watershed planning goals and
identifying projects. Tke Montana Watershed Coordination Council (locate through
http://water.montana.edu) and state environmental agencies (DEQ, DNRC, and DFWP) can assist
in identifying and interpreting the meanings and implications of regional policies and national
laws that affect watershed actions.
A watershed goal is a general statement that expresses the broad focus of watershed
planning and management efforts (Council o f State Governments no date). An example o f a
watershed goal is to restore the native cold water fishery that was <xice found in a stream. Local
watershed grorys define both short and long-term watershed goals as part o f their watershed
plans. Watershed goals give a group a sense o f a common vision and direction, and define the
purpose for their watershed activities. The Rock Creek Watershed Council (Noxon, Montana)
has formaUzed their long-term, over arching goals in their mission statement as:
"The C o u n cil is d e d ic a te d to serve a s a fo ru m f o r a ll in terested p a r tie s a n d to
p r o v id e f o r com preh en sive w a te rsh ed m anagem ent a n d edu cation in o rd er to p ro tect,
resto re a n d im p ro ve the su rfa ce a n d g rou n dw ater resou rces a n d a ll n a tu ra l reso u rces o f
the d ra in a g e f o r the en jo ym en t o f the p u b lic a n d b en efit o f a re a com m unities, now a n d in
the fu tu re.
”

These goals will serve as the foundation for any projects implemented and future
management decisions will be evaluated against both the mission statement and more specific
goals the council will establish. The Elk Creek Watershed Council (Noxon, Montana) has
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identified specific goals that are included in their Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL)
assessment. In the TMDL, the Council identified how they will reduce the amount o f sediment
delivered to Elk Creek. The overall goal o f the TMDL is to restore the quality o f the creek to
support native aquatic life populations. Goals adopted by other watershed groups in western
Montana include: maintaining the quality and quantity o f drinking water sources, implementing
sustainable timber harvesting programs, weed control, landowner education, changing current
grazing management strategies, and reestablishing riparian communities. In general, watershed
plans need both broad and specific goals and a time line within which these goals will be met.
This framework will define the direction and format under which the watershed council will
proceed, the types o f funding they can qualify for, the technical assistance that will be required,
educational opportunities the community may benefit from, governmental agencies and other
watershed groups to consult.
2.2.3

Developing W atershed Objectives and An Im plem entation Strategy
The success o f a watershed conservation plan hinges on identifying the source o f your

watershed problem, selecting and successfully implementing meaningful projects, and monitoring
the impacts o f these projects. Once a watershed has been assessed, causes o f degradation are
identified, and broad conservation goals are agreed to, it is time to outline the steps a watershed
group will take to restore the watershed and implement more sustainable land management
practices. Usually several actions will be necessary to accomplish each goal. Watershed
objectives are specific, measurable actions that are developed to support each aspect o f a goal
(Council o f State Governments no date). It is important to make these objectives as specific,
measurable and action-oriented as possible. Also, the time frame and person/party responsible
for carrying out the objective should be included in the description. Keq) the desired outcome in
mind when formulating objectives. Does the group want to improve awareness about an issue.
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gather watershed information, or encourage action among a target audience? The complete list
o f watershed objectives creates the in^lementation strategy the watershed group will follow.
For example, if a watershed group identifies one of their goals to be the creation o f a
partnership o f stakeholders and other interested parties to address and restore watershed
problems, the watershed objectives may be to:
1.

Build awareness o f the value o f a water resource in the commun itv: Mary Jo will
make presentations in both local high school science classes during March. Joseph
will visit the ranchers along Dirty Creek during winter to talk about individual
problems each landowner has identified, and invite them all to partic^ate in the
planning effort.

2. Publicize upcoming nlarmine meetings. Two weeks prior to the meeting, Henry will
post fliers at the Post Office, store and gas station to announce our first informational
meeting. He will also send out an aimouncement to the local newspaper to be
published the week before each meeting.
3.

Identify watershed problems: During the first 3 meetings (Jan-March) the entire
group will discuss watershed problems they’ve experienced. John fi-om US Forest
Service, Barbara fiom Fish, Wildlife and Parks, and Peggy from the conservaticxi
district will present their opinions on forest, watershed and fishery health Jan -Feb

4. Complete a technical watershed assessment during the coming vear: The consulting
firm has not yet been identified but John (USFS) and Barbara (FWP) will review
proposals after bids have been taken during February.

2.2.4 M onitoring R estoration Actions and A daptive M anagem ent
Once a project has been completed, monitoring the project and resulting benefits to the
ecosystem are critical components in the long-term success o f any conservation effort. A holistic
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monitoring plan usually employs both citizens and technical experts, and assesses multiple
aspects o f a watershed. Short-term monitoring evaluates if a project was installed completely and
correctly, while long-term monitoring evaluates if it is working and resulting in the desired
improvements. For example, long-term monitoring evaluates if a project is able to weather
seasonal extremes and continue to perform as planned, if the biological population it was
designed to help shows signs o f improvement, etc.
It is important to link the monitoring plan to the goals and restoration projects that were
undertaken. For instance, a goal may be to improve Ash habitat found within a watershed. This
goal requires both a short and long-term mcxiitoring plan to gauge if the actions completed meet
the objectives o f the watershed group. The short-term monitoring may include a visual survey by
citizens and e7q>erts to check on in-stream structures after they have been installed. Each year the
project should be resurveyed by citizens to assess if it withstood the winter and spring extremes,
and if repair is needed. The technical team may have an expert conduct a field assessment to
gauge if the stream structure, deep pool frequency and riparian contununity are showing signs o f
improvement. Every three years the Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks may conduct an
extensive Ash population survey to monitor changes in conununity composition. This type o f
approach can maximize the benefits o f community participation, expert assistance and state
resource managers’ cooperation and conservaticm efforts.
Restoration and land management actions may have unpredictable results due to the
complex and ever-changing nature o f natural communities. This type o f uncertainty can be
reduced with careful monitoring o f key parts o f a watershed. The assessment and monitoring
methods previously described in Section 2 2 0 provide a strong foundation for understanding and
measuring the condition o f aquatic and land ecosystems, and technical advisors can assist in
developing more complex monitoring prc^rams if they are necessary. Adaptive management is a
strategy that acknowledges the inherent uncertainty that exists in managing natural ecosystems
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giver their interconnected nature and natural complexity. Adaptive watershed management is
based on making management decisions that use the best available scientific information and
technical advice, and monitoring both intended and unintended effects of an implemented project.
Through careful monitoring, adaptive management plans and actions are modified when an
undesirable impact is found. Adaptive management espouses proceeding with caution, and when
choosing brtween different restoration alternatives, prefers actions that are reversible over those
that cannot be undone Such a flexible approach is critical to the ccxiservation o f watersheds.
Wildlife is an example o f a critical component in need o f an adaptive management
strategy in watershed conservation. For instance, if an area is designated and managed as bull
trout habitat, and monitoring identifies that bull trout have not utilized the area in the last 5 years,
management needs to accommodate this reality and change accordingly. Perhaps bull trout
cannot access the protected area due to culverts, or perhaps there is insufficient water quality to
keep them where the plan has allocated. Monitoring their population numbers, migration patterns,
and habitat will probably illuminate where they are sparding dry summer months and where
efforts should be focused if trout protection is a goal o f the conservation plan. Most types o f
wildlife are somewhat unpredictable in their behavior and monitoring habitat quality, population,
and migration routes and barriers will create a picture o f how they truly utilize a watershed. It is
important to remember that fish do not necessarily change their habits and behaviors when pec^le
place a fish ladder in a stream and hope the fish know how to climb.
There are many references and expert opinions available on designing and implementing
a monitoring program. Recommendations are available through state management agencies, the
EPA and citizen monitoring guides for designing and implementing a monitoring system that will
assist in measuring the health and change o f aquatic and land ecosystems. Also, see the section on
technical expertise at the Water Center’s website at http://water.montana.edu. I have included an
Additional Resource Section (Appendix C) with complete citations and details on how to find a
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variety o f watershed conservation information. The Additional Resource Section is organized
from introductory materials on watersheds to more technical guides. Local people that live, work,
play or manage resources in the watershed are a valuable part of knowing a watershed. With the
knowledge, technical and financial assistance available through state and federal agencies,
watershed groups and their local communities are an important link in watershed conservation
and the restoration o f waterbodies throughout the natim . The long-term successes of healthy
ecosystems and the associated environmental and economic benefits from sustainable resource
management will support these communities during the coming decades and into the 21^“ Century.
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3.0 Case Studies: Different Stories of Watershed Conservation
The following case studies are based on examples o f different watershed conservation
efforts in Montana. The first example illustrates the strategies a local group utilized to gather
stakeholders, assess their watershed, plan and implement a series o f restoration projects in the Elk
Creek watershed. This group was also able to complete a TMDL assessment that has been
approved by the DEQ and EPA. The second group is an example o f a basin-scale effort to write a
water management plan and guide watershed conservation in the Upper Clark Fork River. Each
o f these groups has been able to overcome struggles that accompany planning and conservation
efforts common to both small and large watersheds.

3.1 The Elk Creek Watershed Council
Across Montana, examples o f ecological benefits achieved through combining local
citizen efforts with county and state agencies are sprouting up The Elk Creek Watershed Council
is a prime example of the strengths o f these cooperative efforts to protect and improve water and
wildlife resources in a rural community in western Montana. Elk Creek lies within the Green
Mountain Conservation District (GMCD) o f Sanders County, Montana. In 1995, after a string o f
high run-off events, the residents o f the Elk Creek Watershed joined together to form a watershed
council. To date, this council has installed nearly 30 stream restoration projects, revegetated
severely degraded portions o f the riparian community, and continues to monitor the condition and
health o f the Elk Creek watershed (Miller, Mike 3 Nov. 1999). This council provides many
insights into how a local community can mobilize and actively participate in watershed
conservation and habitat protection. It is also an example o f how a local resident can become a
leader in these efforts by serving as a watershed coordinator, linking citizen concern with the
technical and professional assistance available through environmental agencies.
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Elk Creek is a tributary to the Clark Fork River, and drains a watershed of
approximately 55 square miles. Within this watershed there are approximately 70 landowners,
half o f whom have creek-front property. During the winter o f 1995, and again in the spring o f
1996, there was a series o f rainstorms that caused very high run-off in Elk Creek and neighboring
watersheds. The high streamflows and saturated soils led to massive streambank erosion in many
parts o f the watershed (Miller, Mike 3 Nov. 1999). Local residents and the Green Mountain
Conservation District (GMCD) were motivated by the bank erosion, potential loss o f property,
threats to county roads, and declining fish populations to improve the conditions o f the watershed.
During this period, GMCD had been looking to startup citizen-based watershed groups within the
county. They decided to approach Elk Creek residents because o f the interested landowners and
identified resource concerns within the watershed.
Around the time o f the flood events, Jill Davies (an Associate Supervisor at GMCD)
contacted a number of the watershed residents to discuss the baiefits o f forming a watershed
group for Elk Creek. Davies pointed out the need for restoration and the potential frinding that
would be available for stream restoration projects if a watershed group were created (Miller,
Mike 3 Nov. 1999). Jill Davies was joined by Mike Miller (another local resident and property
owner) in contacting watershed residents and initiating the watershed council. Both Davies and
Miller were familiar with stream ecosystems and natural resource conservation because o f their
educational and professional backgrounds in science and natural resources. In preparing for the
first meeting, other watershed residents were identified through county property records.
Landowner names and addresses were compiled to create a mailing list to invite all o f the
watershed residents to the first informational meeting.
During these first meetings, Mike Miller was elected to be the chairperson and watershed
coordinator for the group. The Green Mountain Conservation District assisted Davies and Miller
with identifying agency contacts and expanding the list o f potential interests in the Elk Creek
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watershed. The Department of Environmental Quality and the Dq^artment o f Natural Resource
Conservation gave short presentations to support and encourage the watershed effort. The US
Forest Service and the Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks also voiced their support and
offered to assist with future watershed projects. By the fall o f 1995, the watershed council was
officially formed, and monthly meetings were scheduled for the coming year.
The story o f the Elk Creek Watershed Council has many happy moments and successes.
In gathering together the stakeholders in the watershed, there was nearly conq>lete interest and
enthusiasm from all o f the watershed residents (Miller, Mike 3 Nov. 1999). A few o f the cattle
ranchers within the drainage were reluctant to leap into conservation efforts that may directly
impact their private operations, but all agreed that the creek needed some help. The agencies and
GMCD supported the residents in their planning efforts by giving advice on how to start-up the
watershed group, where to look for project funding, and applicable watershed programs that the
group could benefit from. A technical advisory team was formed o f agency personnel.
During the first few months, the ECWC established a mission statement and set o f
watershed goals. Everyone on the Council agreed that during the next 20 years they wanted to
see Elk Creek running it’s full length with good water quality; healthy fish populations; a well
managed riparian habitat; and happy neighbors in a healthy watershed. In these meetings the
watershed council brainstormed ideas and created a list o f watershed concerns including; bank
erosion, degradation o f the riparian area, livestock grazing on the creek, road impacts, potential
impacts from US Forest Service management activities, low fish numbers, dewatered sections o f
the creek, and the condition of a culvert at the bottom o f the watershed (Miller, Mike 3 Nov.
1999). To assess the general condition o f the creek and riparian community, Davies and Miller
walked the entire creek system mapping and photographing problem areas. The group agreed
that this preliminary assessment was a start, but a technical assessment would be needed to
identify specific projects.
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In 1996, the ECWC received a grant through the Future Fisheries Improvement
Prc^ram (D ^aitm ent o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks) to conduct a technical assessment o f the
watershed. This funding was used to hire Watershed Consulting, LLP to complete an assessment
o f the stream, a landform analysis, and a hydrologie and fishery assessment of the watershed.
Watershed Consulting, LLP then ranked the degraded parts and processes they had identified
from high to low priority for restoration activities. Meanwhile, the watershed council had
identified their own priorities for stream projects the group would support. The top priorities
were to protect valuable human structures (residences, bridges and roads), decrease the amount o f
sediment in the creek, and improve fish habitat. Both the council and the consultants agreed that
virtually all o f the problems were caused by human impacts on the streamside and riparian areas
(Miller, Mike 3 Nov. 1999). Council members then participated in designing and implementing a
stream monitoring program that followed the Adopt-A-Stream guidelines to assess water quality,
establish photo-monitoring sites, conduct a fishery evaluation, and survey stream cross-sections
and stream profile.
Since the technical watershed assessment and citizen monitoring program were begun in
1995, nearly 30 projects have been completed along Elk Creek. The majority of these projects
have been designed to reduce sediment and improve fish habitat while protecting human property.
In 1997, the watershed council was approached by the Department o f Environmental (DEQ) to
discuss the possibility o f completing a Total Maximum Daily Load plan given the types o f
assessments and restoration projects they had completed for the watershed. After the spring run
off in 1998, the DEQ and the Environmental Protection Agency assessed the condition o f Elk
Creek and decided that the causes o f impairment had been addressed and the proposed TMDL
was accepted.
Today, the RCWC meets every-other-month to discuss the condition of the watershed,
new concerns, and the remaining tw o projects that are to be completed by 2001. Miller still
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serves as the watershed coordinator and chairperson o f the council, and recently a board of
directors was established to streamline the decision making process for small issues that arise.
Many o f the landowners that were eager to create a watershed council in 1995 remain a part of
the core group o f individuals who monitor and participate in the group’s activities Both Miller
and some o f the other councilmembers have been invited by the Bull Trout Recovery Team and
the Water Resources Technical Advisory Committee (Avista Utilities) to participate in
identifying problems and creating recommendations for the Lower Clark Fork River and other
tributaries in the basin. In many ways, this Council has become part o f the fabric o f the local
community and an integral part o f conservation activities in their region.

S. 2 The Upper Clark Fork River Basin Steering Committee
The upper Clark Fork River basin has been heavily impacted by mining, smelting, logging,
residential development and irrigation activities during the past 100 years. These activities have
impacted the condition o f stream and riparian communities by contributing many types of
pollution to water and land resources, and by removing parts and processes that sustain these
ecosystems. Approximately 140 miles o f the Clark Fork River have been designated as the
nation’s largest Superfund site due to the heavy metal concentrations that remain from past
mining activities (Harrington, M. and C A Hartwell 1999). Peak water demands during hot,
summer months exceed the amount o f water in the river’s ma instem. Periodically, algae blooms
have reached “nuisance levels,” degrading aquatic habitat and recreational uses. There are over
160 “impaired waterbodies” in the upper Clark Fork River basin (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999).
In this environment o f competition and crisis for water resources, a locally based watershed group
has made progress in their efforts to plan for future human needs, while simultaneously protecting
the river basin from further degradation.
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In 1991, after nearly 6 years o f negotiations between local irrigation districts and the
Department o f Fish, Wildlife and Parks (FWP) over water use in the Clark Fork River, the Upper
Clark Fork River Basin Steering Committee (the Steering Committee) held its first official
meeting. This planning group was formed out of the desire o f FWP and the Granite Conservation
District (representing irrigation interests) to negotiate future water use and conservation in the
basin. They also wanted to avoid expensive legal costs that are often incurred in allocating water
reservation rights. The Steering Committee was the first Montana watershed group choose a
cooperative and voluntary process to settle water allocation and conservation issues in an area the
size o f the upper Clark Fork River basin (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999).
The story o f the creation o f the Steering Committee began w hai conflicting water
reservation claims were filed with the Department o f Natural Resource Conservation for the
upper Clark Fork River and its tributaries. FWP was interested in maintaining instream flows (the
water in streams and rivers) to benefit the aquatic communities within the basin, and Granite
Conservation District was planning on constructing two dams to impound basin waters for future
irrigation needs (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999). It appeared that these two uses were in conflict
and mutually excluding until all interests negotiated how the needs o f water users in the basin
could be met, while the streams and rivers in the watershed were protected from further
degradation.
The Upper Claric Fork River Basin Steering Committee is a voluntary watershed group o f
22 members, and has been facilitated or coordinated since its inception by Gerald Mueller, a local
professional fticilitator. The story o f this watershed group is unique for many reasons. The
Steering Committee was created through legislative action driven by negotiations between FWP
and Granite Conservation District. Notably, the Steering Committee has succeeded in maintaining
participation o f traditionally conflicting environmental and natural resource interests. Mueller
attributes the group’s success to the personal interest o f the participating committee members in
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conserving water resources in the basin, and the consensus process the group has used to make
decisions (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999). Long-term participation o f local interests has been
critical in establishing the trust that has driven many of the creative (and sometimes unorthodox)
agreements in the Upper Clark Fork River Basin W ater Management Plan the group completed in
1994 (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999). Today, the Steering Committee is one of the oldest
watershed conservation groups in the region, planning for one o f the largest watershed basins
addressed by a volunteer group.
The following chronology is intended to highlight the path the Steering Committee has
taken, and to provide examples o f methods citizens may employ in forming their own watershed
conservation groups. During their first year, the Steering Committee outlined how they would
negotiate the various interests of committee members, and how planning meetings would be
conducted and facilitated. A purpose/mission statement was agreed upon, and ground rules for
meetings were outlined. Mueller was to be the facilitator, and as such, was responsible for
planning where meetings would be held; drafting an agenda prior to each meeting that outlined
topics to be addressed; recording “meeting minutes”; and in general, keeping the peace by
holding participants to the groundrules the Committee had agreed upon. Mueller recommended
that consensus-based decision making, where every committee member possesses equal power to
veto the group’s decisions, be adopted by the Committee (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999). This
format, in addition to groundrules based on treating all committee-members with &imess and
respect, created an environment where participants felt safe to voice their concerns and needs.
Mueller attributes the continued participation o f committee members to the environment that
resulted from these codes o f conduct. Local community members were encouraged to attend
meetings; everyone listened to the concerns that were presented; and in time, voting committee
members forged strong relationships based on a mutual desire to find the best way to manage
water resources in the basin (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999).
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The Steering Committee provides watershed planners with a number o f lessons on
sustaining volunteer participation in watershed conservation. The local peq^le that joined the
Committee shared the following characteristics:
•

every person felt that they would be personally affected by the results o f the planning
efforts;

•

every person on the conunittee was empowered to directly influence the outcome o f
decisions through the consensus process; and

•

the committee sought actions to meet everyone’s needs, rather than compromises that
failed to meet anyone’s needs (Mueller, Gerald 17 Nov. 1999).

Today, the Steering Committee is viewed as a success by local communities and natural
resource agencies at state and federal levels. This planning group has written a Water
Management Plan for the Upper Clark Fork Basin - their original charge when they formed in
1991. They have based this plan on ecological principles and processes that influence the Clark
Fork River, and have empowered local landowners and water users who directly impact the use o f
water resources to make the necessary changes to protect the river basin. The participants in this
planning effort represent the political interests that exist throughout the basin including: natural
resource agencies, irrigation districts, conservation districts, river users and advocates, and local
landowners. The recommendations in the Water Management Plan are based on scientific
assessments o f the impacts o f human activities on land and water ecosystems of the Clark Fork
River watershed.
After the last decade o f negotiations, the core committee members that continue to meet
regularly have grown to be strong advocates for the river basin, sharing their concerns and lives
during many months of planning meetings. The conflicts that nearly drove the two sides into the
courtroom during the 1980’s have been replaced by the commitment the group shares to find
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solutions to water management conflicts. The Steering Committee continues to be one o f
M ontana's most successful basin-scale planning and conservation groups due to the hard work,
creativity and determination o f local communities, natural resource agencies and conservation
interests to protect rural communities and the natural landscape o f Montana.
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________ Appendix A: Watershed Conservation Plan________
PLANNING AREA:
W atershed nam e:

A rea

P art of:
Larger river basin:_______
USG S H ydrologie Unit(s):_
N R C S unit(s):___________
Located in:
state(s):_______________ county (counties):_
legal description (Le. reference tow nship and range demarcation fro m U SFS maps):

Attach a topographic map with watershed boundaries outlined.
(maps available from USFS).

Attach a general description o f the planning area, including:
W atershed info:
clim ate info (m ean an n u al & se a so n a l p recip ita tio n , typ ica l tem peratu re range)
eleva tio n ran ge
m ountain ra n g es o r o th er m a jo r g e o lo g ic a l fe a tu re s
so il typ es
n atu ral com m u nity types, h a b ita t typ es
w ildlife o f p a rtic u la r con cern to lo c a l com m unity
th rea ten ed o r en d a n g ered sp ecies, sp ecie s o f sp e c ia l concern
la n d u ses (types & a rea s)
w a te r u ses (types, volum e o f offstream use; is ba sin adju dicated, closed, o vera p p ro p ria ted ? )
p o p u la tio n (human, livestock)

Waterbody info:
f o r ea ch m a jo r w a te rb o d y give:
typ e (lakes, stream s, p o n d s, w etlands, aqu ifers)
dim en sion s (length, width, depth, volum e, m ean & sea so n a l volum e disch a rg ed )
d e s ig n a te d uses (u n der th e C lean W ater A ct), im p a ired uses a n d cau ses o f im pairm en t
is it o n M T D E Q ’s 3 0 3 (d ) L is t o f Im p a ired W a terbodies in n eed o f a TM D L ?
N o te : M o s t o f the a b o v e in form ation can b e fo u n d through N a tu ra l R esource Inform ation
Service, the USFS, B L M a n d N a tu ra l R eso u rce C o n serva tio n Service.
D E Q can a s s is t w ith d e s ig n a te d u ses a n d ca u ses o f im pairm en t f o r w a terb o d ies on the 30 3 (d )
L is t (see D E Q w eb p a g e).
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OWNERSHIP OF PLANNING AREA
(a tta ch a m a p)

PUBLIC
Federal:
U.S. Forest Service
BLM
other

State:
DNRC
DFWP
Local:

____

Other public or ccmservation lands

PRIVATE (total)
___________________________________TOTAL

PRIVATE
(List each private property owner, total acreage and township and range for each parcel)
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ECOSYSTEM GOODS & SERVICES IN THE PLANNING AREA
D e sc rib e the reso u rce u ses a n d eco system service s in the p la n n in g a re a (i.e. agriculture, g ra zin g
tim ber, recreation , w ild life h abitat, strea m flo w m aintenance, w a ter purification , f lo o d
a b so rp tio n , etc.). A lso, n o te i f the w a te rsh ed con tain s h a b ita t f o r th rea ten ed o r en d a n g ered
species, w etlan ds, p u b lic la n d s th a t a r e roadless, w ildlife over-w in terin g habitat, etc.
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CONSERVATION ISSUES IN THE PLANNING AREA
L is t co n serva tio n issu es th a t h a ve b een identified. C o n sid er ban k sta b ility, the p re se n c e a n d
co n d itio n o f th e rip a ria n com m unity, a ll p o in t a n d n on poin t so u rce p ollu tion , r o a d con dition a n d
m aintenance, noxious w eeds, cu lvert p la c e m e n t a n d m aintenance, f is h h a b ita t a n d m igration
b a rriers, p la n t com m u nity health, w e e d infestations, g ra zin g p ra c tic e s a n d ca ttle im pacts,
re sid e n tia l d evelo p m en t a n d se p tic system s, flo o d in g p ro b lem s, in adequ ate stream flow s, stream
ch an n el m odification s, g ro u n d w a ter d ep letio n o r contam ination, etc. A lso, co n sid er lo ss o r
d ep le tio n o f eco system se rv ic e s (e.g. f lo o d absorption ).
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WATERSHED OBJECTIVES/IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY:
U sin g th e lis t o f ‘co n serva tio n issu es d eve lo p a lis t o f w a te rsh ed g o a ls a n d SM A R T objectives.
F o r each objective, lis t a ctio n s e x p ec ted to ad va n ce the o b je ctiv e a n d g en era te an
im p lem en tatio n stra te g y f o r ea ch a ctio n th a t d eta ils: s ta r t date, w ho w ill b e resp o n sib le f o r the
p ro je c t, a n d p o te n tia l fu n d in g sou rces. In clu de m on itorin g to a sse ss the effect o f con servation
a ctivities, a n d a d a p tiv e m an agem en t p la n s to m odify a ctio n s o r o b jectives a s necessary.

Watershed Goal

Objective:

A ctio n s p r o p o s e d to a cco m p lish o b jective:

1. M onitoring & adaptive m anagem ent plan for other actions
P a rticip a n ts a n d th eir roles:

S ta rt d a te a n d com pletion :
P o te n tia l F u n d in g :

____________________

2.
P a rticip a n ts a n d th eir roles:

S ta rt d a te a n d co m p letio n :_
P o ten tia l F u n d in g :
____________________

3.
P a rticip a n ts a n d th eir roles:

S ta rt d a te a n d co m p letio n :
P o te n tia l F u n d in g :

____________________

N o te: C on tin u e listin g p la n n in g o b je c tiv e s u n til a ll o f the g o a ls o f the w a tersh ed con servation
p la n h ave been addressed.

C opy this page as needed
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LIST OF SUPPORTING AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONS
C re a te a lis t o f a ll p a rtic ip a n ts th a t a re su p p o rtin g the w a te rsh ed cou n cil including lo c a l
co n serva tio n d is tr ic ts & o th e r g o vern m en t agen cies, co n serva tio n & o th er com m unity groups,
p r iv a te in d iv id u a ls a n d co rp o ra te interests. C o n sid er a ll p a r tie s d ire c tly o r in d irectly in vo lved
w ith co n serva tio n efforts.

Federal Agencies and contacts

State Agencies and cw tacts

Local Organizations and ccmtacts

Private Landowners and contacts

Corporate Organizations and contacts

This tem pla te w a s d esig n ed in co o p e ra tio n w ith L a u re l G raham , N a tu ra l R eso u rces P rogram
M anagem ent, S ilver Star, M on tan a, a n d Vicki W atson, U M W atersh ed H ealth C lin ic
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Appendix B
Primary Agencies and Organizations Participating in
Watershed Conservation
Federal Agencies
United States Environm ental Protection Agency (EPA)
The EPA is responsible for many issues pertaining to human health and the
environment, including the implementation o f the Clean W ater Act. This agency
shares regulatory and enforcement authority with other federal agencies to control
hazardous materials, environmental pollutants, flood control, wetlands protection,
wastewater discharge, public drinking water supplies, wildlife protection, and
recreation. The EPA has developed the National Office of Wetlands, Oceans and
Watersheds, to establish and direct efforts in watershed and water quality protection,
aquatic and marine ecosystem assessment and restoration.
Incentive programs:
There are many grants available to non-profit groups and organizations for
projects to restore and protect threatened and degraded ecosystems. See
http ://www.epa.go v/owow.

United States D epartm ent o f A griculture (USDA)
1. Forest Service (USFS): The USFS has responsibility for management and
protection o f naticmal public lands. Their tasks include watershed protection;
timber , range, fire and habitat management; road maintenance; weed control;
etc.
2. Natural Resource Conservation Service (NRCS): NRCS provides conservation
training, planning and management to private landowners. NRCS is designed to
enhance public educational cpportunities and implementation of conservation
programs; to provide assistance for approved conservation projects; and to
improve agricultural operations to minimize environmental degradation. They
administer federal funds through their incentive programs to achieve these ends.
Incentive Programs include:
A. Wildlife Habitat Incentives Program (WHIP)
B. Environmental Quality Incentives Program (EQIP)
C Wetland Reserve Program (WRP)
3.

Farm Service Agency (FSA): FSA is a conservation and assistance agency that
provides tim e rs and ranchers with opportunities to implement land conservation
plans to reduce soil erosion and related resource problems. FSA administers
farm commodity, crop insurance, farm credit, and conservation programs for
burners.
Incentive program s include:
A. The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
B. The Agricultural Conservation Program (ACP)
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•
1.

United States D epartm ent of the Interior
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS^: FWS is responsible for the implementation o f the
Endangered Species Act and other habitat/wildlife conservation activities. They
assess and monitor species o f concern, and possess regulatory and enforcement
power for conservation measures outlined through legislative decisions. They also
manage wildlife refuges.
Incentive Programs include:
A. Partners for Fish and Wildlife Program
B North American Wetlands Conservation Program

2.

The Bureau o f Land Management (BLM): The BLM is responsible for the protection
and management of national public lands under their jurisdiction, including
rangelands, forests and prairie systems.
Incentive program s include:
A.
The Challenge Cost Share Program

•

The A rm y C orps of Engineers, The United States D epartm ent of Defense:
The ACE is responsible for maintaining the navigability of surface waters; wetland
protection; the protection o f human health and property; large-scale flood avoidance
projects; and certain river channelization, levee creation and maintenance, and
drWging operations.

Montana State Agencies
•

The Montana Department o f Environmental Oualitv fDEOl: The DEQ is responsible
for administering many o f the programs and policies created by federal law and
delegated to the EPA The DEQ possesses the authority to regulate and protect state
surAce and groundwaters, streambeds and banks, ftoodplains and wetlands. The
state is divided into 3 regions (western, central and eastern Montana), and each
region has a coordinator who works on watershed and TMDL issues.
Incentive program s include:
A The nonpoint Source Pollution Prevention Program (also called the 319
Program, named after the section o f the Clean Water Act where it appears).
The 319 Program assists many types o f activities associated with the
planning, coordination and implementation of nonpoint source pollution
mitigation and monitoring projects.

•

The Montana Department o f Natural Resources Conservation (DNRC): The DNRC
manages and protects natural resources within the state o f Montana. They manage
water r i ^ t s under the W ater Use Act, and are the primary administrator for federal
funds for many watershed conservation activities.
Incentive program s include:
A. 223 Grant Program: grants and loans to Conservation Districts for natural
resource related projects, namely all phases of watershed planning and
implementation activities
B. Conservation Education Mini-Grant Program: for curriculum development
that includes enrironmental issues, teacher-initiated projects, etc.
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c . Watershed Planning Assistance Grant Program: for start-up or continuation
o f local watershed planning activities, collection of baseline resource
information, development o f a watershed plan, educational workshops, etc.
D. Administrative Grants Program: to provide assistance to local conservation
districts for operational and administrative purposes.
E. Montana Reclamation and Development Grants: for projects that repair,
reclaim, and mitigate environmental damage to public resources from
mineral extraction; including data collection, project planning and
implementation activities.
F. Range Improvement Loan Program: low-interest loans for private
landowners to implement range improvement practices that include
stockwater development, cross-fencing, implementation o f grazing systems,
reseeding, and weed management.
G Renewable Resources Grant and Loan Program: funding for data collection,
planning and project implementation for renewable resource activities that
include water, forestry, resource education, and waste management projects
undertaken by any non-governmental entity.
#

The Department o f Fish. Wildlife and Parks (FWPV FWP is responsible for
managing and protecting wildlife and wildlife habitat within state boundaries.
Specifically, FWP regulates harvest o f wildlife and protects habitat through
enhancement o f public education opportunities the implementation o f conservation
management projects. They provide technical advice to local Conservation Districts
and many watershed groups.
In cen tive p r o g ra m s include:

A.
B.
C.

•

Future Fisheries Improvement Program: to restore and maintain native fish
populations and their habitat.
Montana Waterfowl Stamp Prc^ram: to protect and enhance waterfowl
peculations.
Upland Game Bird Habitat Enhancement Program; to protect and enhance
game bird populations.

Montana Universitv System and Extension: Provides educational and technical
assistance for natural resource management issues and problems. The Montana
Water Center (see their website at http://water.montana.edu) can assist with
identifying appropriate faculty and staff experts for resource management questions.

County Agencies
•

Soil and W ater Conservation Districts (CD's): Local CD's assist landowners with
planning and project implementation to conserve natural resources, resource education,
weed control, etc.

•

Offices of Planning and G rants (OPG): Most urban areas have an OPG for planning
and administration activities necessary to sustain infrastructure, emergency preparedness,
development, city improvements and planning documents.

•

W ater Quality D istricts (WQD): W QD's are a part of city/county government and as
such, are recognized institutions (supported by local taxes) to protect water resources.
Missoula's WQD is the oldest in Mtxitana, and is resp<msible for monitoring and
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protecting surtace waters and the Missoula aquifer. The Missoula WQD is responsible
for the passage o f the Aquifer Protection Ordinance, the Septic Ordinance and other
enforcement actions that have been taken to protect the quality and quantity of water
under their jurisdiction. W QD’s are an effective way to protect and conserve water
resources in more populated areas Wiere long-term, costly studies and records are needed
to protect and plan for future water resource needs.
H ealth D epartm ents; The Health Department is responsible for monitoring and
enforcement o f state and federal standards that protect human health from exposure to
chemicals and pollutants. The Health Department is responsible for notifying the public
when a health Ûrreat has been detected.
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Appendix C
Additional Resources
K ey handbooks and fieid guides
(organized from introductory m aterials to m ore technical guides)
1.
M ontana D epartm ent o f Environm ental Quality. M o n ta n a S tre am
M a n a g e m e n t G u id e fo r L andow ners^ M a n a g e rs a n d S tre a m U sers. 1998
edition. A vailable through the D epartm ent o f E nvironm ental Quality, PO
B ox 200901 H elena, M T 59620-0901. Phone 406-444-2406. Free.
2.

M urdoch, T om and M artha Cheo. 1991. S tre a m k e e p e r s Field G u id e:
w a te rs h e d in v e n to ry a n d stre a m m o n ito rin g m eth o d s. The Adopt-A Stream Foundation, E verett, W ashington. Phone 206-316-8592, cost $25.

3.

H iggins, Susan, J. B rodow y, and L. M arcus. N o date. H e a d w a te rs T o A
C o n tin e n t: a refe ren c e g u id e to M ontana*s w a te r. The M ontana
W atercourse, Bozem an, M ontana. Phone 406-994-6671, cost $7.

4.

M ontana A ssociation o f Conservation Districts. Revised 1997. A G u id e to
S tre a m P e rm ittin g in M o n ta n a . A vailable at any county C onservation
D istrict/M ontana State U niversity Extension office or on-line. Phone 406443-5711. Free.

5.

Council o f State G ovem nients. G e ttin g In S tep : A G u id e to E ffective
O u tre a c h in Y o u r W a te rs h e d . Available through the Council o f State
G overnm ents, P O B ox 11910, Lexington, K Y 40578-1910. Phone 606-2448000. See th eir w ebsite at http://w w w .csg.org. Cost unknown.

6.

M cK inney, M atthew and the M ontana C onsensus Council. July 1997.
S olving P u b lic P olicy Issues by C onsensus: A P ra c tic a l G u id e to
B u ild in g A g re e m e n t. A vailable through the M ontana Consensus Council.
Phone 406-829-8721, cost unknown.

7.

W orkm an, D , J. K uipers, B. Fahrling, and P. Callahan. 1999. R e sto rin g th e
U p p e r C la r k F o rk ; g u id elin es fo r a ctio n . Trout Unlim ited, M issoula,
M ontana. Phone 406-543-0054, free.

8.

L ogan, R obert. 1997. R ip a ria n F o re st W ildlife: guidelines fo r
la n d o w n e rs a n d loggers. The M ontana State University E xtension Service,
F orest Stew ardship Foundation, M issoula, M ontana. Phone 406-994-3273,
cost $5 (#EB146).

9.

Logan, R obert and R ichard Fletcher. 1996. F o re st E cosystem S te w a rd sh ip .
The M ontana State U niversity E xtension Service, the School o f Forestry,
M issoula, M ontana. P hone 406-994-3273, cost $5 (#EB141).
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10.

E hrhart, R.C. and P L Hansen. 1997. E ffective C a ttle M a n a g e m e n t in
R ip a ria n Z o n es: a field su rv e y a n d lite ra tu re review . M ontana B LM
R iparian T echnical B ulletin N o. 3. The M ontana Forest and Conservation
E xperim ent Station Publications Program , The School o f Forestry,
U niversity o f M ontana. M issoula, M ontana. Phone 406-994-3273, free if
copies available for distribution.

11.

Fortunate, N orm an and K irk Johnson. 1994. G u id e to th e S tream sid e
M a n a g e m e n t Z o n e L a w & R u le s-M o n ta n a . M ontana D epartm ent o f State
L ands (D epartm ent o f N atural R esources and Conservation), M issoula,
M ontana. Phone 406-542-4300, free.

12.

B ryan, M ichelle and M ichael K akuk. 1997. A G u id e to M o n ta n a W a te r
Q u a lity R e g u la tio n . A jo in t publication o f the Legislative Environm ental
Policy O ffice, E nvironm ental Q uality Council and the M ontana State
U niversity System W ater C enter, M ontana State University, Bozem an,
M ontana. Phone 406-994-6690, free.

13.

W estesen, G erald and M ichelle Bryan. 1997. W a d in g into M o n ta n a
W a te r R ig h ts. A jo in t publication o f the Legislative Environm ental Policy
O ffice, E nvironm ental Q uality Council and the M ontana State University
System W ater C enter, M ontana State U niversity, Bozem an, Montana.
Phone 406-994-6690, free.

14.

R iver N etw ork. 1998. T h e C le a n W a te r A ct: A n O w n e r’s M a n u al.
A vailable through th e R iver N etw ork, 520 SW Sixth Ave. #1130, Portland,
O R 97204-1535. Phone 503-241-3506. $15.

15.

U nited States E nvironm ental Protection Agency, the Departm ent o f
A griculture, T ennessee V alley Authority, Federal Em ergency M anagem ent
A gency, D epartm ent o f C om m erce, D epartm ent o f D efense, D epartm ent o f
H ousing and U rban D evelopm ent, and the D epartm ent o f the Interior (the
Federal Interagency Stream R estoration W orking Group). 1998. S tre am
C o r r id o r R e s to ra tio n : P rin c ip le s, Processes a n d P ractices. A detailed
guide, full o f color pictures and diagram s, for starting-up a watershed group,
assessing the condition o f a w atershed, designing restoration projects and
m onitoring program s. T he entire guide is available on-line at
http: //w w w . usda.gov/stream _restoraiton.

N O TE : T here are m any m ore guides available for free through the internet
provided by local conservation organizations, agencies and inform ation clearing
houses on B est M anagem ent P ractices for grazing, forestry, m ining; case studies;
etc
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K ey w atershed related w eb sites
1. M ontana W ater C enter/M ontana U niversity System at
http://www.montana.edu/ This w ebsite provides links to m any w ater and
w atershed related websites.
2. M ontana N atural R esource Inform ation System (M ontana State Library);
W ater Inform ation System , G eographic Inform ation System and m apping
capabilities at http://nris.state.mt.us/wis/wisl/html
3. U S E nvironm ental Protection A gency’s public education program on w ater
quality and stream restoration at http://www.epa.gov.owow
4. T he U S E nvironm ental Protections Agency has recently com pleted an internet
site on m odel and real-life exam ples o f local ordinances that address: aquatic
buffers, erosion and sedim ent control, open space developm ent, storm w ater
control and m aintenance, post construction run-off control, and forest and
w etland protection (look under m iscellaneous). The site also includes
exam ples o f supporting m aterials such as: m eeting notices, check lists, and
links to other w eb pages. See http://www.epa.gov/owow/nps/ordinance
5. T he U S G eological Survey has on-line w ater inform ation (m aps, stream flow
data, etc.) as http://water.usgs.gov/
6. T he M ontana R ivers Inform ation System (M RIS) is a database containing
inform ation on fish and stream information. O ther stream o r reach level data
include angling use, fisheries resource classification, protected designation,
instream flow reservations, stream channel conditions and other data for over
4,500 stream s and rivers in the State o f M ontana. The database is m anaged
and m aintained by the Fisheries D ivision o f the M ontana Fish, W ildlife, and
P arks and is annually updated through interviews w ith M FW P, U SFS,
U SFW S and B L M fisheries biologists. The system is available through
N R IS ’s W ater Inform ation H om e Page or directly at

http://weblnns.state.mt.us

Text books and other reference m aterials available at most colleee/public libraries or
through individual publishers:
1. W illiam s, J E , C.A. W ood, and M .P. D om beck, eds. 1997. Watershed
Restoration: principles and practices. Am erican Fisheries Society,
B ehtesda, M aryland.
2. D oppelt, Bob, M ary Scurlock, C hris Frissell, Jam es Karr. 1993. Entering

the Watershed: A New Approach to Wave Amreica's River Ecosystems.
T he P acific R ivers C ouncil, Inc. Island Press, W ashington, DC.
3. N aim an, R obert J. and R E Bilby, eds. 1998. River Ecology and
Management: Lessons from the Pacific Coastal Eco region. SpringerV erlag, Inc. N ew York.
4. N oss, R F , M A O ’C onnell, and D M M urphy, eds. 1997. The Science of

Conservation Planning: conservation under the Endangered Species
Act. Island Press, W ashington, D C
5. Brower, David. Let the Mountains Talk, Let the Rivers Run.
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Appendix D
A Glossary of Common Ecological and Watershed Related Terms
The following references were consulted in compiling this glossary; Williams, J.E., Wood. C.A. ad M.P.
Dombeck. 1997. Watershed Restoration: Principles and Practices. The American Fisher} Society.
Bethesda, MD; Murdoch, Tom and Martha Cheo. 1996. Streamkeeper’s Field Guide: Watershed Inventory
and Stream Monitoring Methods. The Adopt-A-Stream Foundation, Everett, WA; and Higgins, Susan, J.
Brodwoy and L. Marcus. 1996. Headwaters To A Continent: A ReferenceGuide to Montana’s
Water. Montana Watercourse, Bozeman, MT.

A
adaptive management: A management strategy that acknowledges the inherent uncertainty that exists in
m a n a g i n g natural ecosystems given their intercormected nature and natural complexity. Adaptive
watershed maniem ent is based on making management decisions that use the best available scientific
information and technical advice, and monitoring both intended and unintended effects implemented
project. Through carefiil monitoring, adaptive management [dans and actions are modified when an
undesirable impact is found. Adaptive management espouses proceeding with caution, and when choosing
between different restoration alternatives, prefers actions that are reversible over those that carmot be
undone.
anadromous fish: Fish that leave freshwater and migrate to the ocean to mature then return to fieshwater
to spawn.
algal/algae bloom: Rapid growth of algae in a waterbody, commonly stimulated by nutrient enrichment.
antidegration policy: A policy every state must outline and follow for [yotecting all existing uses,
keeping clean high quali^ waters at that high quality, and giving strict protection to out-standing waters
within their jurisdiction. Antidegration policies are required from each state under the Clean Water Act
aquifer: An underground bed of saturated soil or rock that yields significant quantities of water.

B
bank stabilization: Implementing measures along a streambank to prevent or reduce bank erosion.
base flow: Portion of stream discharge derived from such natural storage sources as groundwater, large
lakes, and swamps but does not include direct runoff or flow from stream regulation, water diversion, or
other human activities.
basin: See river basin.
basin closure: The legal termination, either temporary or permanent, of the issuance of water rights in an
entire river basin, or upstream of a designated location on a river.
beneficial uses: The use of water for the benefit of the appropriator, other persons, or the public, including
but not limited to agriculture, domestic, fish and wildlife, industrial, irrigation, mining, municipal, and
recreational uses.
best management practices: Methods adopted resource users to control nonpoint source pollution or
maintain the health and integrity of the watershed.
benthic: Bottom dwelling or substrate-oriented; at or in the bottom of a stream or lake.
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bioeogineering: Combining structural, biological, and ecological concepts to construct living structures
for erosion, sediment, or flood control
biological diversity (biodiversity): Variety and variability among living organisms and the ecological
complexes in which they occur; encompasses different ecosystems, species, and gene forms.
biok^ical integrity: The ability of an ecosystem to support and maintain a balanced, integrated, adaptive
community of organisms having a species composition, ^versity, and functional organization comparable
to that of natural habitat of the region; a system’s ability to generate and maintain adaptive biotic elements
through natural evolutionary processes.
biological ox}^en demand (BOD): Amount of dissolved oxygen required by decomposition of organic
matter in water.
biomass: Summed mass or weight of individuals in one or more species, usually related to a defined area
or volume; a measure of the abundance of a life form.
braided stream: Stream that forms an interlacing network of branching and recombining channels
separated tw branch islands or chaimel bars.

c

carrying capacity: Maximum number of organisms that an be sustained in a habitat over the long term
Usually refers to a particular species, but can be apfdied to several species with similar resource needs.
channelization: Artificially straightening the meanders of a river; often accompanied by placing riprap or
concrete along banks to stabilize the system.
check dams: Series of small dams placed in gullies or small streams in an effort to reduce the erosive
power of water.
Clean W ater Act: Passed m 1972, this federal act directs the Environmental Protection Agency to set
nationwide criteria and policies to restore and protect water quality.
combined sewer overflow: Overflow from sanitary and storm sewers.
confluence: Joining. Commonly used in reference to where two rivers or streams join into one.
consensus: A process whereby every decision must be approved by all participating persons, and every
person maintains the power to veto the final decision of the group.
conservation: Sustainable use of ecosystems and their associated resources and services; the continuing
protection and management of ecosystems in accordance with principles that prioritize their optimum long
term ecological, economic and social benefits.
cumulative impacts: The combined effect on an ecosystem’s integrity of all of the land and water uses
within a watershed or basin. These impacts can have a Qmergistic impact that is greater than simply
adding them together.

D
designated use: Designated uses are human and ecological water uses that are officially recognized and
protected under the Clean Water Act.
dewatering: the action of diverting water from a steam to offstream use, depleting the water resource and
possibly interfering with other uses.
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discharge: An outflow of water from a stream, groundwater system, pipe or watershed.
disturbance regime: Characteristics (timing, duration, and intensity) of natural (occasionally artificial)
disruptions such as floods, wildfires, volcanoes, etc. Natural disturbance regime is the regime that occurred
before human-caused disturbance became significant.
diversity: The richness and variety of species, habitats, or ecosystems.

E
ecological restoration: Involves replacing lost or damaged biological elements (populations, species) and
reestablishing ecological processes (dispersal, succession) to more natural levels.
ecosystem: A biological community together with the chemical and physical environment with which it
interacts.
ecosystem management: Management that integrates ecological relationships with sociopolitical values
toward the general goal of protecting or restoring ecosystem integrity over the long term.
effluent: A waste liquid discharged from a mantifacturing or treatment process into the environment
enhancement: To improve stream or watershed quality. Enhancement activities include restoring large
woody debris to a stream to improve fish habitat, revegetating riparian vegetation, decreasing point source
pollution caused by logging activities to improve water quality, etc.
ephemeral: Streams and creeks that flow only during periods of intense rainfall or high groundwater. See
perennial and intermittent.
erosion: The wearing down or washing away of the soil and land surface by the action of water, wind or
ice.
eutrophication: A process in which a waterbody becomes more nutrient-enriched aquatic life increases,
and dissolved oxygen and other water chemistry parameters fluctuate more widely, reducing the suitability
of the habitat for some life forms.

F
floodplain: The relatively flat area found along a stream through which the stream flows periodically
when it overflows its banks. Floodplains slow and absorb high flood waters, and depend on the sediment
deposited during flood events for normal ecosystem processes.

G
goal: General statements that express the broad focus of the entire planning and conservation effort. A
goal of many watershed conservation efforts is to restore wildlife habitat populations and beneficial uses.
Compare to objeaive.
groundwater: Water in porous material beneath the ground surface that supplies springs and wells.

H
habitat: The enviroiunent where a plant or animal grows or lives.
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habitat modification: Activities that destroy or degrade the physical integrity of an aquatic or terrestrial
ecosystem. In an aquatic system, habitat modification results from changes in streamflows, lake levels,
water temperature.
headwaters: Upper tributaries of a river or stream; the water source from which the stream or river
originates.
hydrologie cycle: The constant circulation of water from the sea. through the atmosphere, to the land, and
back to the sea overland, subsurface, and atmospheric routes.

I
Impaired waters: Waters that do not fully support their designated uses,
infiltration: Water that seeps into the soils.
instream flow: Water in streams or rivers that is used for nonconsumptive purposes such as the
preservation and enhancement of fish, wildlife, recreation, navigation, and power generation.
Intermittent stream: A stream that has flowing water only part of the year.
irrigation: The controlled application of water to cropland, hayland. and/or pasture to supplement water
supplied by nature.

L
lentic system: Aquatic ecosystems that consist of relatively slow-moving bodies of water (i.e. lakes, ponds
and wetlands).
Lotie system: Aquatic ecosystems that consist of relatively fast-moving bodies of water (i.e. streams and
rivers).

M
macroinvertebrates: Macroinvertebrates are animals without bacldx>nes yet are large enough to be
visible to the naked eye. In this guide, macroinvertebrates refers to insects that live in a waterbody during
any part of their life cycle, plus other stream bottom dwellers (clams, worms, snails, crabs, shrimp, beetles,
etc.).
mainstem: A wider, deeper stream or river channel that is joined by smaller, headwater tributaries,
meander: The curves in a stream as it flows through its floodplain.
mitigation: An action designed to lessen or reduce adverse impacts; frequently used in the context of
minimizing harm to the environment.
mixing zone: A designated pwrtion of a waterbody wherein mixing of an effluent is not yet complete,
hence a state waives water quality standards. Standards apply below the mixing zone, where mixing is
thought to be complete.
monitoring: A method of evaluating the condition of a stream or specific piait of an ecosystem.
Monitoring systems use physical, chemical and biological measurements to track the condition and changes
in a watershed or stream ecosystem.
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N
natural flow: The flow of a stream as it would be if unaltered by any upstream activities, including:
diversion, storage, import, export, or changes caused by development in floot^lains. etc.
nonconsumptive use: The use of a resource that does not decrease the su^Jly, flow or level (i.e. canoeing,
fish spawning, etc.).
nonpoint source pollution: Contamination that originates from activities over a broad area of land. Also
called polluted run-off or seepage.
nutrients: Elements or compounds essential to Ufe, including carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, phosphorus, and
many others.

o

objective: Specific, measurable actions developed and implemented to support each aspect of a goal.
Compare to goal.

P
perennial stream: A stream that flows year-round.
plan: A compilation of goals and objectives, policy statements, and implementation strategies for guiding
actions or decisions to meet perceived needs or to avoid problems.
point source pollution: Pollutants discharged from an identifiable point including pipes, ditches, channels
and sewers. All point sources of pollution require a discharge permit from the state.
precipitation: Water falling, in a liquid or solid state, from the atmosphere to a land or water surface.

R
reach: Any designated part of a stream along its length.
recharge: The addition of water to rivers or aquifers which tends to raise or maintain the water table.
rehabilitation: To restore a portion of a watershed to good health. Rehabilitation projects include
replanting riparian vegetation in areas where clearing has occurred; restoring the physical structure to a
stream to improve a fishery; etc.
remediation: To correct or remove causes of degradation; to put right. Watershed remediation may
include removing dams, culverts, restoring a river's access to its floodplain, etc.
restoration: A holistic process aimed at reestablishing ecosystem structure and function (ecosystem parts
and processes).
return flow: A portion of water diverted from a source which returns to the stream unconsumed, often
further downstream and later in time.
riparian vegetation: The plant community adjacent to a stream or lake that requires shallow groimdwater.
(Common riparian vegetation includes sedges, willows, alders and cottonwoods. Riparian vegetation is
important to the aquatic community as it provides organic material, shade and cover while stabilizing
stteambanks and serving as a buffer between landuses within the watershed and the waterbody itself.
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riprap: Rock, concrete or other materials placed along a streambank as a protective layer to prevent or
reduce bank erosion.
river basin: Like a water^ed, this term refers to the area from which water drains into a single waterbody.
Commonly this term is used to refer to a greater land area than a watershed.
runoff: See surface runoff.

ssalmonid: Fish of the family Salmonidae, including: salmon, trout, chars, whitefish, ciscoes, and grayling
sediment: Fine soil-like particles produced by the weathering of soil and rock. Suspended sediment is that
which is suspended in the water column of a stream or lake.
surface runoff: Precipitation (rain or snow) that reaches the ground and remains on the surface, until it
runs off into streams and lakes as overland flow. Compare to infiltration.
surface water: Water on or above the surface of the land, including lakes, rivers, streams, ponds, flood
water, and runoff.

T
terrestrial: Living or growing on land
topography: The three-dimensional shape of the land surface.
Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL): A watershed-wide pollution budget and associated clean up plan.
TMDL refers to the maximum amount of pollutant or disturbance that a waterbody can assimilate without
unacceptable change (impairment). TMDLs are required for waters on a state's list of impaired
waterbodies.
tributary: A smaller feeder stream that empties into a larger mainstem stream.

w
water body: A stream, river, lake, wetland or ocean.
water budget: An accounting of the inflows and outflows of water to and from a system.
water right: A legal right to use a specified amount of water for beneficial purposes (under the doctrine of
prior appropriation which holds in the western US).
water quality criteria: Numeric or narrative descriptions of the conditions considered necessary to protect
a desired water use as required under the Clean Water Act. See designated use.
watershed: The entire surface drainage area that contributes water to a water body (river, lake or wetland).
Also called a catchment area or a drainage basin.
watershed integrity: the cap^lity of a watershed to support a healthy, viable biological community and
the hydrologie, evolutionary and habitat requirements a watershed ecosystem depends upon. Tangible
measures of watershed integrity include: water yield and quality; species composition, diversity, and
abundance; wildlife use; and genetic diversity.
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weed: Plants that threaten the welfare of an ecosystem or human commodity by competing with other
plants.
wetland: A landform characterized by the presence of water, saturated soils, and water-loving vegetation.
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